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Davis pllshes total equality

RICHARD HERSH
\

Gen ·e d ,clasSes
· By Elizabeth Cote
Academic. Senate, said the footThe unprecidented crush for ball team is a perennial issue
.classes this year has forced the that some faculty (eel very
UNH administration to seek strongly about. "Obviously it's
a short,term solution to ease the not going to happen in the next
pressure on general education few w,eeks," Rogers said:
,·
sections.
Hersh said an additional
An unexpected increase in upexpected 490 students have
enrollment and lack of money· . inLreased demand for major
. have combined to create a crisis classes and general education
in the area of general education requirements, whi{h are already
courses, according to Richard . at capacity.
Hersh, vice president of Aca"Essentially, we're taking the
demic Affairs. ·
flow through a . 4 inch pipe~
Hersh called a rare meeting funneling it into a. 2 inch pipe,
of faculty on Tuesday to discuss and increasing the flow at the
recommendations made by the ~_same time," he said.

'Faculty .react to gen ed
recomme-ndations- -see page 8
General Education Committee,
..deans, and Faculty Caucus. The
recommendations range from
relaxing general equcation re quirements t9 cutting -s-ther
University programs to free
money for increased general
education sections.
Some of the suggestions are
to eliminate the writing requirements, allow more classes to
count as general education requirements, or reducing the
courses needed in certain
groups.
Other recommendations .are
to cut the Honors Program or
football team and use the money
for general education.
,
He r sh said it was not his
recommendation to cut. the
football team, but is a moot issue
for now because that decision
could not be rriade in time to
help the gener-auducation
·problem.
John Rogers, chair of the-4

By Elizabeth Martineau
Angela Pavis, the keynote
s·peaker of UNH's Women's
History Program, stressed that
feminist concerns are no-t the
property of one particular movement.
"We must recognize that
gender equality will never. be~
come a reality as long as racial
and economic inequality exists,"
. she ~aid, Wednesday night in
front of a full house in the
Granite State Room of the
MUB.
As founder and co-chair of
the National Alliance Against
. Racist and Political Repression
and member of the National
Board of Directors ·of the National · Political Congress of
Black Women, Davis, a welJ
known activist and member of
the Communist Party, used . the·
theme of building a bridge
towards the 21st century.
.
She said that in order to build
a strong bridge we must remember a principle founded by
the black women's organization,
"Lifting as we climb."
''.We must focus on concerns
which unite us," she said. Da~is
said that for a l01ig time white
women ,in this country were too
"limite.d in their vifw of what
was a ·woman's issue.
·
"Is not racism a women's
issue? -It certainly is if you are
a black woman," ·said Davis.
·
According to Davis, the only
way to accomplish any goal ,is
to focus on the goals that unite
each organization. To be successful it is important to integrate women's movements,
racial m_o vements, and labor
movements.
"
Stressing that feminist con·cerns affect everyone, Davis said
women's issues are found in the
following topics;. black women
on welfare, women who defend
their rights as workers, the
sisters in South Africa, and
Nicaraguan women.
Critizing Ronald Reagan for
his lack of understanding on
social issues, 9avis said that we
have learned more about unity
in the last seven years because
of the president's unfair policies.
"We should all express heartfelt gratitude to Ronald Rea gan," she mocked. "We have
learned that the women's movement will never fulfill its pur-

pose unless we join hands with
"We must remember where
other groups."
we came from," she 'said. ·
She also said that Americans · But she also said, "The most
have a serious prohlem with critical challenge to women
remembering and learning from (today) is the guarantee that we
their history.
enter the 21st century without
"We are encouraged to suffer nuclear weapons."
·
from historical amnesia. As we
This is the one crucial cha!- ·
move towards the 21st century lenge fo r everyone. In order to
we should learn how to re- reach the next century we must
member. We must reclaim our assure that the human race
historical memory."
survives.
Davis also said ·that although
At. the end of her speech, the
she feels "privileged to be a eqtire audience, most of whom.
woman in this particular junc- had waited almost an hour and
tio.n in history," it was consi- ahalfduetoaplanedelaytohear
dered a misfortune to be a her speak, rose to their feet in
wom~ri throughout most of . applause .
history. She t9ld the audience
Judy Spiller, a member of
about the wife of the governor UNH's Commission of Women
of Connecticut in 1740. The call_e ? t~e entir~ even1: "very
woman became mentally ill, and pos1t1ve.
her illness was attributed to the
"She has a· future-oriented fact that she was engaged in the philosophy that makes room for
activities of reading and writing; people with ~II different points
activities that only strong - of view," she.said.·
minded men could handle.
Spiller also said that she was
She linked that example with impressed by the audience. She
Ronald Reagan. When the un- said she though~ that the people·
employment rate was high, he · were _very interested in what
said that it was because there Dayis had to say.
were too many women lookingD~ VIS, page 6
for work.

The extra students nave come
from several sources, according
to Hersh. Two hundred more
Angela Davis speaks on integradng causes. (Sadie Greenway
freshman accepted their in:viphoto)
. rations to attend UNH than
admission's statistics predicted.
Also, more freshmen arid sophomores than expected have
stayed at UNH instead of transfering to other schools.
The increase in enrollement By Mary Tamer
. According to an anonymous charge<:!_. The local bars have
Four students living in the source residing in the same been notified and we've recoresulted. in about $1 million in
excess tuition, according to same Area II dorin will be facing
dorm·, the four c;_harged are mal~ vered 15 to 20 of the ID's," he
Hersh. But he said the U niver- misdemeanor charges in Dur- students living in Engelhart. said.
s i ty has to get the Board of ham District Court for producThey have reportedly been
The forgep ID's had a state
Trustee's permission to use that ing fake ID's and distributing
selling the ID's for different of Vermont logo oh the front
money. He said the University them, according to University
prices for the past two weeks.
and the state of New Hampshire
often does get excess tuition Police Chief.Roger Beaudoin.
Beaudoin said the case came · design on the back. It is tinBeaudoin said the students
money but too late to spend it
to their attention "a coupie of known to the police how the
on general education require- have been charged with manuweeks ago" and the students will students ob5tained the equipments.
· ~
'
facturing false documents, an
be officially charged within the ment ro produce the ID's.
"We often end up using offense carrying a maximum
next few days.
money on equiptment, and sentence of one year imprison"Essentially; all .we can say
A clerk from Durham District
maintainance; things done there ment and/ or $ 1000 fine. He
is there was an investigation. Court said the arraignment
and then," Hersh said. "If we a~ded that the University will
False driver's licenses were would probably _pe Mar~h 22,
· be taking administrative action
being made and sold and the but a complaint had not been
GE.N ED, page 8
against the students as well.
-· stt1dents _ involved will . be ·- filed ,as of Thursday afternoon.

Student s nabbed for IDs
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Sciola views job
By Tom Joseph
Mike Sciola will be the first
to admit that his position as
UNH's new .full-time Greek
advisor is an ove-rwht::lming one.
•''I am one person dealing with
ten thousand," Sciola said. But
. that does not stop him from
approach~ng his job with enthusiasm and positive outlook
towards the Greek system.
Sciola (pronounced Shiola)
said he needs to be able to come
icross to the Greeks as "Uncle
Mike, your favorite uncle who ·
will just as easily give you a crack
·across the head for doing something stupid as putting his arm
around y<;m and saying, 'Good
job.'. BasicaHy I need to keep
being the voice of reality."
Sciola assumed his position
as the University's first full-time
Greek advisor at the beginning
of this semester. He took over
the job from Associate Dean of
Students William Kidder, who
was forced ·to fit in his dutie.s
as Greek Ad.visor among his
more pressing responsibilities
as head of the Judicial System.
As a result, Kidder was not able
to provide consistent advice, and
only became involved when
something went wrong.
The University-finally made
-the move to hire a full-time
Greek advisor after a University
appointed task force, examining
the Greek system, put out a list
of broad recommendations. One
of these was the need for a fulltime advisor.

1 NEWS

as coordinator ,with enthusias~

The University also saw,.the
Greek system as an incre~singly · ·
potential liability and wanted
someone to decrease the potential for trouble. If a Greek
member or student dies as a
result of alcohol consumption
at a Greek party or during ·a
"h_azing" event, the entire University . is held responsible.
Sciola poi1;1ted to a newspaper
clipping on his cluttered desk
which had a headline telling of
a recent' student death related
to "hazing" at Rutgers U nivesity.

.

"This isn't the kind of press
that you want," Sciola · said,
"Rutgers is lucky it's one of the
top schools so their enrollment
won't go down, but if we kill
someone at UNH, what is that
going to do to the President's
·program to make this the best
small university? The best university at what, killing people.
We can say we ' have the best
drinkers.''.
But the University did not
hire Sciola only to prote(t itself._
Sciola said, "Quite frankly the
University realized the Greek
system can be a positive aspect
of an undergraduate's education."
Fraternities and sororities
offer chances to display leadership and management skills
that few other student organ-izations can match, _he said.
"The major leaders in this
country are Gr~ek," Sciola .
added.

_

Uncle Mike will crack you over the head or pat you on the back. (Peter Tamposi photo)
When he . was hired, the
U niversi_ty told Sciola he had
one semester t.o talk to people
and get acquainted with the
problems in the Greek system,
and three semesters after that
to ma:ke some progress. ,If theUniversity finds the stat~ of the
Greek system unsatisfactory at
the end of those three semesters,
all fraternities and sororities
may be banned from the University.

"The University cannot afford to not make progress
within the Greek system," Sciol~
said. "If some of the practices
don't stop you are going to have
someone dead and the house '
could be sued►· the Greek sy1?tem could be sued and t,he University
could be sued, and we' re talking
$13.8 million dollars at the
University of Texas. No one can
afford that much money."
Unlike the hopes of some

University officials, Sciola is
not here just to "get the Greeks."
Before Sciola even accepted the
position he told the administration, "I will not be a }:iatchet
man."
Instead, he believes, "The
Greeks have every right to make
a mistake, bl,lt it's my job to
make sure they don't get away
with it. And that doesn't mean
SCIOLA, page 5

IN.·BRIEF

Vietnam returns remains
of 17 U.S. servicemen

Girls lose bid to sue Pent-house for $7 .5 mill.

Free-baser fore es emergency landing

BANGK9K, Thailand - Vietnam this week
returned to the United States what are believed
to be remains of 17 American servicemen missing
in action in the Vietnam War,. a U.S. official said.

Four Rhode Island schoolgirls who contend they
were libeled when Penthose called them Amazons
in an issue that said Amazons were sexually insatiable
have lost their bid to revive a $7.5 million suit against
_
the magazine.
The 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals; in a Tuesday
decision upholding a lower court's dismissal of the
suit, said Penthouse's publication of a photograph
of the girls under a headline referring to them as
"Little Amazons" was satirical opinion protected
.
by the First Amendment.
The photograph showed the four girls at recess
outside the Oakland Beach Elementary School in
· Warwick, R.I. When it was taken in the fall of 1985,
the school's principal had ordered segregated
recesses because several boys had complained that
they had been beaten by girls. The policy has since_
been rescinded.

In Miami, a passenger smoking cocaine with a
lighted butane torch in the lavatory of an Eastern
Airlines flight to Miami caused the jet to turn around
and make a°"emergency landing at New York's
John F. Kennedy Airport Tuesday.
FBI Agent Joe Valiquette said the passenger was
free-basing cocaine with a flame like a "blow-torch"
that could have caused an explosion aboard the
L-1011, which had 98 passengers and 11 crew.
A half hour after the jet· left Kennedy,_a flight
~ttendant smelled ·ether coming from a lavato~y
rn the rear of the jet. The attendant notified a US
Customs agent and an armed DEA agent who were
.
.
aboard the flight.
The DEA agent burst into the lavatory and
arrested Richard Moskowitz, 42, of Manhatten.
Th<;__ plane . made an em,ergency landing at
-Kennedy. Federal agents and New York Port
Authority police boarded the jet a·nd took into custody
Moskowitz and three passengers traveling with
him.

The Vietnamese also turned over written reports
on three other missing America11s, said Lt. Col.
Pa,.ul Mather, leader of a U.S. military team that
recieved the remains in a ceremony at Hanoi's Noi
-Bai Airport.
The return was the largest in two years and the
fourth - largest since the war ended in April 1975,
when forces from Hanoi and the Viet Cong overran
the U.S.-backed South Vit:tnam government in
·
Saigon.
Mather s'a id aU.S. honor guard saluted under
chilly, overcast skies as the metal caskets of remains,
each draped with a folded America11 flag, were loaded
onto a C-141 transport plane for the flight to Hawaii.
The names attached to die remains were not released.
Mather said the remains were mostly of airmen.

AIDS victim arrested
trying to sell his bl~od
· In Los Angeles Wednesday, a man who tested
positive for the AIDS virus was acquitted of two
counts of attempted poisoning for selling his tainted
blood to a blood bank.
Jurors, who deliberated seven hours over two
days, came to a decision Tu~sday. The verdict was
sealed u•ntil today because the man's attorney was
unable to be in court.
.The man, Joseph Markowiski was charged with
two counts of attempted poisoning for selling his
blood for $10 on June 22 and for trying to do so
· again June 25.
He was arrested June 23 after screaming, "Kill
me! Kill me! I have AIDS!" in a bank while trying
to -grab security guard's gun. When _police arrested
him, they found the receipt for the' plasma center.

a

Hope ·for needy college
students in Massachu-, setts
(

J

In order to offset expected increases in state college
tuition, the state's top higher education official
has outlined a new philosophy for tuition aid that
focuses predominantly on the neediest.
Board of Regents Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer
told-the Legislature's Education committee Tuesday
the typical state college and university student will
likely have to pay higher tuition next year. Jenifer
provided ·few details of an upcoming tuition plan
but said increases may result from a shifting of .
the public college burden from taxpayers to students
who can afford to pay.
Jenifer appeared before the committee to present
the Board of Regents' recommendation that the
Legislature ap·p rove a new, streamlined system
of student tuition aid designed to increase assistance
to the. neediest students. ·

A green-thumb, a tan b~m
PEKIN, Ill. - A 65-year-old man who has been
convicted _six times for doing yardwo(k in the nude
is a fine citizen with an annoying habit, says a judge
who sentenced him to 30 days in jail for the latest
.
~
· ·
offense.
Tazewell co:u nty Circuit Judge Joe B. McDade
likened Robert Norton to poet Henry · David
Thoreau, who believed people should act according
·-to their own ideas of right and wrong, without
'
govern_ment interference.
f-!owever, just as Thoreau went to jail for failure
to pay taxes;"McDade said Norton, too, must pay
. '
the consequences of violating the law.
- "The court is persuaded that Mr. Norton is a
sincere individual," McDade said Tues<lay at a
sentencing hearing. "He is not a criminal in the
normal sense of the wo1:d. I believe he's a man of
high principles. To wit, I think he's a fine citizen.''.

,
;
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Clemons, Stites stress lyadership
By Jay Kumar
Pledging ro "focus on lead ership," UNH juniors Bret
Clemons ·and Eric Stites became
the first ca~didates to enter
· 1988-89 student body presidential race yesterday.
Clemons and Stites, running·
for student body president and
executive vice president respectively, submitted a petit,ion
contaming 450 signatures, 250
more than was required.
Clemons is. vice chairperson
of the MUB Board of Governors,
a Student Admissions representative, a resident assistant in
Alexander Hall, and ·the build- .
ing manager of the MUB_
Stites is a rriemb'e'_r of the
MUB Board, a resident assistant
in Alexander H;ll, and assis-tant
busii;i.ess manager of SCOPE.

"The diHer ~nce with our
ticket is leadership. We feel we
have diverse leadership experience," Clemons said. "We have
administrative experience. I've
dealt with delegating authority," '
he added.
Clemons said the pair (who
are · not members of the Student
Serrnte) · are "in touch with
)eople."
"As RAs, we've seen student
concerns on an everyday level.
A . lot of people don't think of
the average student . A lot of
students don't even know what
the Student Senate is," he said.
· Stites said, "We' re dealing
more directly with the students ·
on student issues."
Clemons said, "Our priorities
would be housing and parking." '
He sa-id they would "establish

a committee to .deal with. oncampus housing" that involves ·
the SBP or a representative,
members of the Resi Life committee of the Student Senate,
-:- RAs, and interested students,
faculty, and staff.
He said the committee would
deal with "housing issues involving any displacement of
students, relQ,cation, any ren ovations, or additions -to dorms
or U AC, and any planning of
new dorms or alternative housing."
Clemons added, "'A commit.tee ... that is diverse-with student
input, besides just senators, is ,
mor.e representative of .the
student body."
Clemons said he. would look
into a parking garage, so "at
least everyone would have a
space. It's wrong for the -Uni versity to constantly bill the
students for parking" when half
of them have to commute.
·
_ "We want to work with the
adminstrators of Residential
Life in reevaluating the policies.. ;in dealing with how hall
staffs handle problems. of alco.,_ .
hol discipline, etc," Clemons
said. ·
·
·
Clemons .said the non renewal policy "needs to be
reevaluated because it hasn't
been effective.·"
Neither Clemons nor Stites
are m~mbers of the Greek
system . Stiles said, "We want
to workwith the admini~tratio.n.. ,
and the Greeks ... to cfe v'e lop'..a M
better attitude toward the -~ i::~ek •~system."
He said they would work to
"get the university off the Greek
system's back," referring. to
rncent police raids on fraternities." _
.
Clemons -s aid, "Incidents occu,r: jns-t because of sheer
" numbers." He said if the Greek
IF i rst to declare
their candidacy for student
\
.t body president system was abolished, incidents
and vice president. Bret Clemens and Eric Stites (r to 1) (Peter would occur somewhere else.
-' . T amposi-photo) ~

Off and running are presidential candidate, W eady Hammoad,
and vice presidential candidate, Mike Rose. (Peter Tamposi
photo)

Role of students key
By Bryan Alexander
Promising to bring about
"policies which would significantly enhance the power of
students·," Wendy Hammond
and Michael Rose declared their
intentions to run for student
body president and vice pres ident yesterday. ·
HammoPd, the presidential
hqpefu_l p n the. ticket, sa.,ic:l she
ti'rid>Rose haye devisetl a'siiecific
p) a q .:3/)i fr.lf ~ ill e_n,a ble , ~pe
stud'erH 'body to have more of
a, voice in University affairs.
This plan dittails three main
point~, according to Hammond.
She ·said the first would be to
make .a student trustee position
a permanent fixture at UNH.
The student position is currently
shared between Keene, UNH,
and P lymouth State--with ~ach
university rotating trustees
every year.

. Rose said UNH should have
one trustee spot o'n a permanent
basis because its size greatly
. excedes both the other universities.
."Torotate with the Universfry
of New.Hampshire on an equal
basis is extremely unfair," said
Rose "We are the main U niveris i ty of the system. You don't
have, to be a rocket s~ientist tq
se~ ,J 0,0'9 0 "s'r~:?·e n ts '? lft;"e ign
3
lso~tsaf~l'- rJ fi~iJ n i~
included renewed pressure on
the Durham Town Council to
represent student's rights, and
the possibility o.f working with
the New Hampshire governer
to give th~ Senate added power
in University issues.,
·
Hammond said she was dis- .
'
tressed as a student senator,

'~~1-~~i;h~?f

H&R, page 11

·Atas ·calls for More .aid, tess guns.to El Salvador
By Rob Matthews
· for military a id in Central and Israel to kill and torture . tured," said Alas.
Born in El Salvador and later
Americ;;a, if something is not At one time, Alas himself was
But Alas now believes the
kidnapped by one of these fighting and demonstrations'
exiled in 1980, Father Jose Alas,
done soon.
the founder of the Central
With the tuition rates keep- squads and was left unconscious have re-ached a peak. Although
America Foundation, spoke to ing m~·riy people out of colleges, for nine days in a hospital.
he does not know how long it
"When they beat you and put will take, Alas said_it is time for
a concerned audience in Horton and the statistic th.at approx -'
Hall Wednesday night.about the imately 42 % of "the .children . a ~gun to your head, that is · gradual improvement. One area
•need for economic'development
born in New York, City are at disturbing. The littlest nois.e he would like to 'see taken care
11
in Central America.
a povert y level, Alas said he- will make you think it is them of is Central America's food
By economic development, Alas cannot understand why the US: (l)eath Squads ). Many people problem.
was talking about the increasyd would want to continue funding would rather die than be tor Alas divided the food situaproduction of basic necessities, the military effort. ·
"For $15 billion," he said, "we · such as food,.shelter, health, and
clothing. He said, without this cquld have peace."
increase.,_"We cannot .survive.'. ' , .. , ·.However; according to Alas,
But because of the military th~ U.S. suppo.rts military aid
presence in Central A,merica, because we are afraid the_Central
Alas aid El Salvador and its American countries -are fighting
bordering countries have not to become a part of the Soviet
been able to focus their attention Union. He called this a disgrace.
He said Central America is
in the direction of development.
- He blamed the United States · fighting for human improvefo / this military presence and ~ent and jusice.
·
warned the audience that they . · As for effects on Central
should pay particular attention America, Alas said that thi'S
to who they decide the next mil itary aid will only lead to
president of the U.S. will be.
mo~e destucti~n, death, and
. Alas said not only will that coffrns, somethrng these coun_person have an affect on the. · tries do not want or need. He
future of the Central American said in El Salvador alone, more
countries, but he will also have than 62,000 civilians have al ready died in the figbting.
an affect on every U.S. citizen.
· Alas estimated that between
He also mentioned the govthe years of 1986 and 1992, the erment's use, of Death Squads
taxpayers of the United- ·States and how they have been trained ·Father Jose Alas wants food, sh.e lter, and clothing for Central
/
.
will have paid over $18-bil-lion .by. ~he United ,Sta.res, Argentina, photo)

tion into two categories, agua
e.xport and food. The agua
export, which many · Cental
American c9utries are currently
focusing on, involves the exportation of coffee, sugarcane, etc.
to other countrie~ for mon~y.
The o~ly probem 'w ith this, he
said, is that the countries are

ALAS, page 11

Americans. (Sadie Greenway
.
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·Mid-t~rms are upo n .us. Ho w _do you dea l wit h the
.
. .
str ess and rel iev e ten sio n?

. t h. e morn~
~1 go- running
in
ing and drink red wine at
night."
Barbara Moore
Junior
Political Science

_

''I deal with stress by not
-dealing. I enter thi world
of lazydom . "

''Sleep, talk to other people
and find someone who's in ·
worse shape than I'm in."

Jim Goodbody
Junior ,
History

Gwen Cooke
Freshman
Undeclared _

''I don't let the stress build
. up. If _a little·does, I just
crank the tunes.~, ·
Scott Robidea ux
Junior
Hotel-A dmin

◄ 1' ;
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long range goal is "co s·urvive
coming down, screaming .and them." '
the next eighteen months." But,
sending them a memo, it means
It was un this initfal visit that
he is already working on several
coming down a·nd saying, 'Al- Sciola also recognized what he
right, let's talk about this, w?at believes is the biggest pt,oblem projects now aimed at unifying
happened, what are you gomg _in the Greek system: alcohol.
and organizing the Greek systo do about it arid what are you
_Sciola said, "The first thing
rem.
·
going to do to make sure you that 'I heard about was the fact
Through
the
lnter~Fraternity
don't.do it like this again?' "
_ that there was nothing to do on
Council and Pan-Hellenic CounSciola is well-equipped to deal - campus but drink. There was
cil, he has begun to form special
with any Greek problems which no place to drink on campus but
sub-committees aimed at examay arise. He is familiar with the Greeks, and the Greeks had
mining Greek alcohol abuse and
the workings of a Greek system this idea they couldn't have fl,.ln
disciplinary measures ..
having been a Zeta Beta Tau wi.thout drinking_';,
_
(ZBT) brother for _thre·e and a
Sc;iola explained that when
He is trying to get the funds
half years at the University of a fraternity throws a large party, to create. an undergraduate
Rhode Island. Upon graduation serves alcohol to minors, or does Greek press agent to publicize
he became the youngest ZBT not shut someone off who has the many good things; the Greek
_· district governor in the.ir his- had too much to drin½, that it system does. He also wants to
tory. After ,holding that position is gambling that no'thmg goes better organize the chapter
for two years, he realized h_e wrong.
advisors so that if necessary,
_-enjoyed working with coll~ge .
"It's notluck that nothing has they can assert more pressure
students and .returned to URI gone _w rong, i-t just so happens on their hous~s to change.
to obtain hi~ Master'.s Degree · that it has not caught up to you,"
Sciola continued to stress the
in Higher Education.
said Sciola. "If someone gets
problems
alcohol creates, and
During his mas-ter's work, he drunk at a fraternity party, goes
has become very i_nvolved with back to Stoke and falls down a described some of the changes
. the social issues facing college flight of ~tairs arid breaks their he would like to see withn the
students today. At URI he .neck, that fraternity can be held · Greek system in regards to it's
current alcohol policy. He wants
: worked with freshmen orien- responsible."
ration groups leading a program
.Sciola admits that the Uni- alternate beverages and fo~d
which discussed dating relation- versity, Durham Police and _available at parties. He would
ships- and tried co address ac- University Police have riot been like to see fraternities limit the
quainrance rape before it becam working well with or giving number of people at parties and
a problem. He also worked with help to the Greeks, but is quick - to identify people underaged.
students who had eating dis- to add the some -fault lies with He would also like a nondrinking p·a rry monitor to be
orders and performed alcohol the Greeks.
- and general counseling.
"Greeks have done a pretty poor in control of the bar to shut off
Sciola said he hopes to offer job of getting that help. Basically anyone whom he believes has
something to the Greek system the Greeks have been holding had too much to drink.
which was never there before: their breath and stamping their
said he believes that
amember of the administration feet," said Sciola. "Every time theScioia
quality and character of
- who they can talk to when they" the University makes a rule, members of any Greek system
have a problem. Sciola pointed inread of responding to it in an is very good. f\s an example .he
_ out that Kidder's position ~s _ adult manner, they drag their said that he "would much rather
. head of the Judicial Committee kegs out to within a milli-inch be in a strange city and break
and ·Greek Advisor created a of the sidewalk and sit there and down in front of a fraternity
conflict of interests. He said if drink. Because that's how much · house and ,go k!:!_ock on the door
:;.\ a fraternity had a judicial prob- they can get a way with. The}'
..:~ lem jt was "like going to a cop don't realize that's . cpildish and ask for help, than be anywhet'~ else in that dty and break
, andteUirtg him, 'I just murdered · behavior, they're rubbing the .down ... Greeks a·re j-ust great
someont:·, can you give me some officials face in it and the people. The problems come i'n
advice?' "
officials are saying, "See whar when you get a group of them
Sciola began interacting with we mean?,"
together around a keg.,,.
the Greek system even before
The University has _promised
S~iola's office is located ~n
he was offered_the job. He came Sciola that even if the Greek
·
the
top floor of Huddleston and
t(~ t~e U n~versi~y a day bef~rn system is shut down _t~ey will
,
he
encourag~s
any students,
his mterview w1th the admm- find him another posmon. But
) stration, visited some fraternity he belie'ves that if he cannot get Greek or non-Greek, who want
to come in and talk with hir_.,
houses and "realized that the the Greek system back on it's
about the Greek system to do
Greeks were amazed that some- feet, then he has failed.
so.
one w_as coming ,in to talk to
Sciola jokingly said his only
,

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Participating in the
World Women in the Arts and Sciences: Women- m the World:
the geograpll_y_ of Women in the 21st Century, Libra!y, 11noon· Who Will Do Science in the 21st Century, Livrary,
1:45-2:50 p.m.; Why__ Be So D.~a~atic?, _Li~.rary, 3-4 p.m.; ·
Pontine movement Theater, Bitter Bliss· , MUB, 8-9:30
p.m.
WOMEN'S SKIING -

EISA Championships.

NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - Women and Conflict
in Lebanon: An Historical Perspective, Leila Fawaz, Tufts
University. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.,

/

MUB PUB MOVIE - "Platoon." Academy award winning
movie about Vietnam, 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. and midnight, $2
students, general $4.
·
SATURDAY, _MARCH 5
UNH MUSIC DEPARTMENT AUDITIONS. For transfer
students.
·
'
·
SUNDAY, MARCH 6
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS - vs. Towson State. ,Field House,
11fm.
·
MUSO FILM - "The Philadel_ehia Story." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., studnets $1, _genera! $2.
.
MONDAY, MARCH 7

fr~1!1

SUMMER JOB FAIR_ 1988 - ErI_1ploy~rs
hotels, res<?r_ts,
camps, businesses to discuss possi6le summet Job opportunmes
witl:i students. Granite STate•Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
I .

TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES -Jimmy mazzy & Friends .
Explore the Banjo. Strafford Room, MUI:\ 8 p.m.,,. students
$3., general $5. Ticke_ts at door and MUB Ticket Oftice.
,
TUESDAY, MARCH 8
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - Film: The Hero as
Artist (Part of the series "Civilization," narrated by Sir K.
Clark.) Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
STUDENT RECITAL #5 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Art~,
1 p.m.
·

I
1

C1\LENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE.SU,BMI_T TED,1.'.Q,..,

-THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, R<k>M 322, MUB. ' .
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and di~tributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. ,Our offices are located i9 Room 151 of the Memorial
Union Building , UNH; Durham; NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: MondayFriday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscriptto.n: $24.00: Third class postage
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.
The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
_,rrors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a:typographical
~rror appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH .03824. 8,000 copies printed .per issue by Jou~al Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.
.... . -·-·-· -
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MUB Pub r-estructure bill stalled bY MUB board
By Pamela DeKoning

the board.
_doesn't say in order to establish
in the Pub.
_ Last night's MUB Board of . At this time, Sweeney, Becker,
'Kilimanjaro's' we need a liquor
Becker stressed , the fact that
Governor's meeting saw little · and press were asked to leave the pr~posal doesn't restructure
license."
progress in Patrick Sweeney and while the board conversed. ·
He said if the alcohol is.sue
MUSO, but establishes a whole
' Greg Becker's proposal to resAfter 10 minutes of disc.u s- ·new orgirnzat10n.
were voted down, the proposal
.
tucture. the MUB Pub.
· sion, the meeting ·resumed and
Sweeney said that if the · would stand ~s a pub restructure
Vote on the proposal was Gould's motion was withdrawn. channel 11 is · voted to become
plan without alcohol.
.
tabled for the third-consecutive
If Gould's general motion had a. night club, the Kilimanjaro's
Gould objected to this point.
week after lengthy discussion passed, it would have gone orginization could move fro,m
He said, "There shouldn't be
of a motion to vote on the before MUB director Renee •·the pub t:o that area.
.any reference to alcohol without
general concept of alcohol in Romano. Romano again stated
a vote of the board that states
Becker said "There's two
that she would be opposed to main steps to.getting a campus
the MUB.
our position."
While Sweeney and Becker any alcohol proposal in the pub established in the basement,
Sweeney said, "We're implywere present to discuss t}:teir MUB.ing the sales of alcohol in the
one is actually gett-i ng the space,
·r;e.s_, ,, · • According to MUB Board of and the other is setting up the
.spec,ific, qrncrete phn
proposal so we don't close any
rructure the Pub, Gould focused · Governors chairman Michael structure to run a club. Our
doors. If in the future we decide
on first approving the general K~ating, if there is 1issention . proposal addresses this issue;
there are .different needs, we
concept of alcohol in the Pub.
between the MUB board a_nd After this, we tackle the other
hav(: to cover as many options
At the onset of i:he meeting MUB director, the concept goes issue."
.as possible."
- _ _
member Jay Gould made a before the Student Senate for
Sweeney said, "I think it could
He added, "You ca-n't get the
motion to, "vote on the approval concensus.
have gone through . much
space without having something
, of the concept of reinstating
When discussion of Sweeney to put in it."
. .
, quicker, but on the same token
- alcohol sales in the MUB under and .Becket's proposal comI'm glad they're not rushing it." .·
Becker said the name "Kilthe stipulations that all legal menced, Becker said the main imanjaro's" was chosen in order
He added, "I think the fact
regulations-l;>e met and be re- _ reason for the proposal was ,to to create a completely new
that Jay stalemated this is
sponsibly administered." ·
. restructure the Pub so that - entertainment facility and strucunfortunate. We took the time
As long as Gould's motion MUSO and the Pub staff could ture for students.
to explain the fundamental ideas
·
1
was on the floo-r, the board was het-ter interact. He said the
and he was interpreting them
Becker said although alcoho'1
unable to discuss Sweeney and - propos·aI woul<rfacilitate more
in a different light. Apparently
is implemented in the restrucit was clear to the entire board
tµring proposal, ff alcohol is
Becker's proposal.
, '
CQ.!!!.!!!_,l!llic_ation with student
. Afre_r 45 minutes of discu~- orgarnzations.
. .
except Jay."
voted down, he will still pursue
.tie saict the proposal provides the restructuring of entertains10n without a yore .on ,Gould_s
·Becker said, "The sign we're
· 'motion, a mot10n was passed ., a more centralized structl.lr~ and ment.
getting is that they don't want
to call an executive meeting of.-:/ allows for better programming
He sai-d, - "This structure _ •to- pass it, but fro~ wqat indi-

ro

vidual board members have told
me, they support the idea."
He added, "I appreciate that
the majority of the board app_ears to be in favor and was
supportive, however, .it is 1.1n~
fortunate that certain proce.dures, which can be manipul_ated
by individuals, can withh0ld
positive outcome."
_
He said; "In the long. run the
students are suffering, but it is
important that -this does get
done right.'''
· ·
.
•In an interview after the
meeting, Gould explained his
views of the meeting.
He said, "Considering that
this has been an issue for close
to three weeks, I felt it was
important that the MUB Board
make a decision on whether or
not we wanted ·ro reinstate
alcohol in the MUB or not."
Gould argued· tha·t the board
should qot be discussing a
proposal with akohol until it ;
votes publicly on whether or not
it wants alcohol in the MUB.
He said, "The proposal presented c;,f restructuring the entertainment {acility~ca-Ued 'KilMUB BOARD, page 6
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OTICES
'ACADEMIC
COMPUTER SEARCHING WORKSHOP: lntroduc~ion t_o l!brary computer searching services.
Basic principles of searching will be covered.
Wednesday, March 10, Room 21, Libra.ry, 11 a.m.
·
to noon.

WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP
PIZZA PARTY: Sponsored by United-Campus
Ministry. -Sunday, March 6, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Road,
·
5 p.m. Newcomers welcome!

Rea rdo n .adv oca tes
bet ter re lations hip s

' ' -Reardon' s definitio·n -of the
By Cindy Mathieson .
Betty Reardon, director of the world's primary, internation al,
MEXI~AN DINNER: The Great Bay Fo'Od Coop
Peace Education Program at security need is saving the earth.
w_ill host a delicious Mexican dinner! Spice up y()Ur
Columbia University ; spoke Political decisions should take
those winter blahs! Zesty
away
chase
and
diet
about feminist foreign policy into account effects on the
be
will
s
SCH~LAR SHI~~: Several scholarship
enchiladas with assorted side dishes will be served
planet over time.
at UNH on Wednesday.
awarded t? qualtf 1ed graduate and .undergraduate ·on Sunday, March 6 at the Stone Church at 6 p.m.
"We all know that this is an
students tn the · College of Life Sciences and at $5. per meal <less for children). Informatio n:
Reardon is a consultan t co
Awiculcure including Thomps~m School of Applied 659-6321.
many peace organizati ons in- endangere d planer," said Rear.
Scien_c~ for 1988-~9 ,Aca~emte year. Application
eluding the United Nations. ' don. That is a major security
matenals. are av;;ulable 10 departmen tal offices UNH WOMEN'S NETWOR K BREAKFAST:
According t0 Reardon, the two-- issue which would be met if the
. and Dean's Office (201 Taylor Hall). Deadline "Skill development - Career Development," Chris
words feminism and foreign do world adopted feminist foreign
. f9r ,complete~ applications is March 22.
policy.
Burns-Dibi asio, USNH training coordinato r,
not belong together.
Debora Regan, Career and employee development
Another important point
Feminism is an all inclusive
h/Sullivan
Hillsboroug
11,
March
Friday,
specialist.
R>eardon sfressed was
which
~holistic
word implying
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
Room, MUB, 8-9:30 a.m., $3 per person for
that there should be no unneoutimplies
Foreign
thought.
continental breakfast, students $-1.50. Reservations
YOUTffSWIM PROGRAM: American Red Cross by March Women's Commission, 862-1058.
side ones self and different. _ cessary deprivation . Even in the
weeks
seven
for
classes
level
. beginner to swimmer
Therefore feminist foreign pol- United States, one of the wealthon Saturdays, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., March 26 LIBERAL ARTS BAG LUNCH: If you are majoring
icy would focus on building iest countries in the world, not
to may 7 at UNH Indoor Poul. Children must be
make
to
relationsh ips instead everyone has their needs met.
like
would
positive
and
arts
liberal
the
in
area
an
in
enrolled in kindergarten. $25 for n :c pass holders, contact with others in your major, bring your lunch
"The ones who pay most are
tensions.
building
of
$35 for all others. Register by March 9 in Room
on Tuesday,
conversation
vulnerable ones: the young,
the
informal
for
us
recent
join
and
most
Reardon's
In
):
registrations
phone
151, Field House, 8-4, (NO
March 8, Non-Traditional Student Center, Pertee
book, sb.e details the separatist the ill and the aged," said
House, 12:30-2 p.m.
reduction ist philosoph y in- Reardon.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED: Certified WSI .
One way to achieve worldin n:iai Q_taining sexism
volved
Swim Instructors needed for Youth Swim Program
ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW :
security, according to
wide
on Saturdays, 8:30 a.m. co 12:30 p.m., March 26 UNH LITTLE
system.
war
the
and
Open
Club.
Science
by UNH Animal
would be to follow the
Reardon,
to May 7. Apply now in Room 151, Field House, Sponsored
are
face
in
war
and
Sexism
"
'
· to all UNH students wi$hing to fit and show a beef
~
8-4.
manifesta tions of a common Universal Declara:tio n -C>f Huor dairy heifer, horse or sheep at various competition
problem," said Reardon. In her man Rights. People would beon Saturday, April 9 at Livestock
SUMMER LIFEGUARD POSITIONS: Lifeguards levels. Show
interested
Any
p.m.
4
to
Center, 8 a.m.
book she attempts to reach the affirmed, supported and have
/
needed (WSI Certified preferred) for UNI-I; indoor Activitymay
MUB,
the
at
form
registration
a
up
pick
person
roots of society's problems and their needs met if these princ·
and outdoor pools, mid June rn mid A1J.gust.
No
School.
Thompson
were
or
hall
justice
Kendall
208,
global
of
Room
pies
hope.
for
the sources
Applications in Room 151, Field House, 8-4, must
experience necessary.
·
In a world of constant conflict adhered to.
be retui:-ned by May 1.political
nal
internatio
The
and
resour_,aes
for
n
competitio
MEETINGS
struggle, violence is more. the structure would have co change,
norm than the exception , ac: she said. People .would have to
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETGENERAL
investigat e ways to dissuade
to Reardon.
all.
cording
to
_
open
meetings
l
inspirationa
Weekly
ING:
from feeling as though
people
1
to
transcend
noon
co
hard
MUB,
is
Room,
War
N~W ~D'S: For. all non-graduating students, new Mondays, Rockingha m
when violence is built into the they needed to do ochers' harm.
IDs will be available throughout the semester in p.m.
social, economic, and political fo one word, communica te.
/ R~)(>~ ~20 of S~illings. They will be compatible
· People's primary motivation s
w!th Dimond Library's new automated circulation ~SIAN AWARENESS MEETING: An organizastructure of.society.
.system which ~ill go on line late this spring. Hours: . tion for Asians on campus. Informatio n will be
woul~ have to change also in
1 ·"Violence comes primarily
. Mon-Wed-Frt~8 am-noon; Tues-Thurs, .12:30-·2 given on the annual conference to be held at-CGrnell
from fear;:' said Reardon. -Feat ' 'order' to 'a t cim iodate femin ise
pm.
University for Asia•n clubs~ aAd of,:the c~lleges and
the~-u~nkQo~njs comrrwn. It foreign policy, according to
·of
uni·vers.ities on the east foast. Sun~ay, Marcb 6,
s to · ~n us and ..them Reardon.
contribute
p.m.
.
-9
7
CONMUB,
AND
Room,
EAT
Hanover
B.R.EAK. (BAG IT, RELAX,
"We've got co struggle to
attitude.
N~CT): ~tu~ents who are divorced, separated,
our primary motivation
change
current
In the-United States,
or Just thmktng about it are invited co meet for MORTAR BOARD MEETING: This is it! Election
foreign policy is seen as a from fear t.o love. le sounds so
sharing discussion. Bring you lunch and ~top in of new members 1 prpbably the most important
on Mondays, between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. meeting of the year. Sunday, March 6, Room 314,
tendency to control and isolate, ' simple· doesn't .it?" said Reardon.
(for at least an hour) at the Non-Traditional Student McConnell, 7 p.m.
said .Reardon.
· ·
.
Center in Pettee House.
affects our
strugg-le
"The
When ,R eardon was younger
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB MEETING: Amateur
thinking," said Reardon. People she said she would have been
worldwide
and
local
of:
consists
that
hobby
study
a
is
A
radio
(ONLY):
W~MEN
BIBLE ST(!J?Y ~(?R
think in terms of controllin g embarrass ed to make a state~
from a femi_m~t pomt of view. Sponsored by United cpmmunications; radio -and electronics experimenother for their own gains.
each
communica
service
ment like this in an .academic
<;:ampus Mrniscry. Tuesdays, Waysmeec, 15 Mill tation; and providing public
The drive behind feminist environme nt. Now she said she ·
.
.
.
.
tions. Thursday, M~rch 1~, Carroll room, 7:30 p.m.
Road, 7-8 p.m.
· foreign policy is integratio n; is not.
to r~aim the whole rather than , The struggle ~o change would
.
.
1
0
begin with the premise of
~ame of the nurturing and maintainin g posis~(~':;;~.~
game were really understan d- itive relationsh ops with other
ing," said Reardon. A lot would coul)tries. "Enrich rather than
be
not
,
will
Clark,
J?oug
.
by
•·
.
:
•
·
.
Benjamin's
ager of
By :Ridr·Kelley . "I<
. threaten," said Reardon.
change.
Benjamin's , o~e of Durham's _· , However, 'Poti'g' Clark, pres- affected by the sale of Benjambetween
alliances
Recent
no
has
it
fact
the
to
due
in's
it
like
would
more popular re's taurants, has ident of CCG,
,· Proble_ms with the world's
- countries are made out of fear.
·
bee.n sold.by Cad Cama Gaµima understoo d that the Franklin affiliation with CCG.
· rainforest .ecology are all inclucemented
is
friendship
"The
ab9ve
situated
Center,
(CCG), the corporatio n •which Fitness ,
b Y th e f orce O f arms, " sai·d sive. "That's everybody' s probClark said, "fitness center
· · s, wi·11 not be aff ected
BenJainm
, owns the establis h ment.
·
st
· lem," said Reardon.
·
'Reardon.
·µ1~mbers hips will ill be ho· ·
'
The restauran t, which was by th_-.is salJ.
1
·
1vrng
·
·A11·iances rnvo
- nored" and that the center will
With the implement ation of
nuc ear
sold Feb. 29, will assume new
weapons make fo r a 1ess secure feminist foreignpoli cy, Reardon
G lory Daze, Durham's newest- be run at the same capacity .with
manageme nt under t h e ·contro1·
according .to Re,ardon. sees ·a shift from fear to love.
world,
ip.
!Dembersh
of
loss
no
owned
also
is
of Dan Degrace., one-time man- hoc spot which
A current trend in Christian
The more weapons that the
world stockpiles the higher the · theology makes a nice analogy,
chance is that they will be used, according to Reardon. "Let's
(continued from page 5)
and th.e more insecure the world stop, talking about original sin
·
determine
we
"Once
He said,
imanjaro' s' implies several alcohol or not."
and start talking about~origi hal
.
actually is.
Gould expressed support f~r ·, ,we want to reinstate the -~a~es
times the sale of alcohol as a
blessing," said Reardon.
four
from
comes
security
Tme
.
v,al~dity
main option behind the restruc- the idea ·of reinstating alcohol of.alcohol, ~e _e_xpre~s
An
believes.
Reardon
points,
and criticized the boar ds failure not only to Kilimanpr o·s, but
If pe.ople thought of each
turing."
environm ent needs w be life·
also to the findings by the
He added, "It seems hypocrit- to render a decision.
as blessed beings they
other
fundamensupporting , people's
He said "The board shouldn't channel, 11 space review com..:
ical that we even discuss this
to be met, people wo_uld have to change their
have
needs
tal
proposal without first deciding be afraia'to make a decision mittee that listed the pub/night
must be affirmed and supported actions toward each ocher.whether w.e want to reinstate' respectfully, if it's a:n issue they cl1;1b as the number one ,.priority · by-their. chosen community , and
"As we change ourselves, we
.
wholeheart edly agree with, just with the ~ale of alc?hoL
the world," said Rearchange
protected
be
to
need
people
H~ said he w~~hdrew his . 'from harm.
. . don ..
because the administra tion opmot1_0 Q. because, There was .
poses it." ·
He added "If the board dis- senument amongst members
(continued from page 1)
agrees w'i th 'che concept of the of the boar? as to what kind of
sale of alcohol in the MUB let message this would send to the
Sophia Sn?w, who came to that she came to bear Davis
it be officially known so ;hat adi:ninis~r ation, .and may p~t
from Simon's Rock Col- speak because she was-aware of
UNH
we can focus our attention on alcohol rn the MUB Pub rn
lege, said that she agreed with her vision. ·
.
. ,
the restructuri ng of the Pub in jeopard('
·"We all need to join hands,
about the need of all
Davis
He said he didn t necesarily
a different direction."
will enable the vision to
which
organizatio ns to unite.
Gould said a vote of approval agree with those sentiments but
Btochu said.
fruition,"
reach
nal
internatio
very
"She's
out
motion
from the MUB Board yesterday that he withdrew his
the people
that
amazed
was
''I
Amerthat
thinking. She realizes
would have backed up the chan- oftespect for the feelings of the
did." Out
they
as
long
as
she
"
waited
important,
all
at
not
is
ica
,
nel _11 space reviews recommen- µiembe~s of the board.
·
of the 306 tickets given out for
said.
w~re
Clemo:11s
and
Ke~trng
is
club
pub/night
clarion that a
Michelle Brochu, a senior the event, only six did not come
.
.
l
the student's number one prior- unavailable for comment.
English/T heatre major, said back to hear Davi~ speak.
icy f~r use o.f that space.

~r:

New own er for Ben1· a.m ids

(c · ·

·

MUB BOARD -

.---- ---- -----,

Write·.·
let ter s
to the
Editor!

L-------------~

DAVI S

'j
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Stud ent ari.gered
-

•:

'-4,'Jijl,

'J>y·· 1ack •Ofiriput
· · tq Stoke <E::la.ll Pirector , G ary
.
· Etiz;beth Jackson· is a senior. ,,.•.- c arskaddan.
Carskaddan said he was asked
She· has lived in Stoke for four
. yea rs , in t he sam e .roo m fo r by Bischoff to. talk to th e re ~. three years. S he is the president idents and inform them o~ their
• of Stoke Ball, bu t feel s as _if the alte rnat ives in t he up co ming
.
ad m ini stra tion d_o esn ' t. e ve n .room dr;aw.
"Scudems who are displaced
know wh o .s be is. and she js
ge t t he_, h ighe~.t p r ior ity, .afte,~
- '
probably right. .· · :.,
W hen ~resident Haaland and sq ua tte~s, duri ng room draw,
his ad minis t rati o n ma de t he said Carska dda n. "It 's too bad
decis ion t~ ·tur n. t wo floor s of that thes·e floors are invo lved
Stoke inro office _space la st because they aren't the problems
... m o nth, nobody asked Jacbo n a_nd haven't been. '.'
Consequently, Bischoff has
ho w she felt about the :p lan, a
. fact wh ich Caro.I Bischoff took . cq ntactedJackson in hopes of
· . setting up meetings with hall
notice of.
" Gr egg (Sanborn., Dean of . government to get a chance to
Student'Affa.ir s) and I knew hear the concerns of the stu. what the reaction would be, but dents.
."After the meetings, I'll feel
Pr~side~t Haaland felt t_he move
UNH study sh~ws men do n't have a sen'se of humor about themselves. (file photo)
was necessa ry;' ' said Bischoff, I will be able to deal with the
emotions involved as weU as the
the director of Residential Life.
The plan w iH dis p lace -71 facts,'.' said Bischoff.
"I n~ver expr,~ss~d t~e _need
people from these floors -a?-d ,
there is no proposed plan to ptek for off tee s,pace, sa1d Bisc~off.
·. up the spots in the_current ~'But if_there are to be offices
residence halls or to builda·new rn <! residence hall, they should By. Andy Howe
"I -wanted to do somethfr1g aml the more feminine, the
be Residential_Life,''. reasoned
facility to hold them.
the
find
and u~usual," she said. shorter the time," concluded
to
different
gropes
he
As
· Bischoff said the spaces would Bischoff. .
·
Different and unusual is what • Neyhart.
bothe
spins
he
holes,
finger
had
Life
tial
n
Reside_
said
She
the
in
he comperi~ated for
confriend
the
in
Whereas
carefully
.
hands,
his
in
baH
got.
she
wling
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.
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end
the
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subjects
pin~
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the
eyeing
the
to
adjust
to
able
be
would
.
problea
. . Stoke Hall has had
was the shorter the reply time
lane. He swings the ball back ally presented with four incom. ma tic past--repeated vandalism, change in _a short time.
th~ mor.e femi'nine, t"he
the
e
n
li_
which_
in
the
situations,
approaches
plete
as he
The reduction of students in
continual garbage aroun,d th e
the ba,ll respondent and a same-sex longer it was.
releases
ne
when
but
building, and last y~a(s sex_ual Stoke re;presents an 11 % cut his finger gets stuck. He is then friend are going bowling for the
In short, if you're a man, you
.ass~ul,t. The admrn;1 st ratron from designed capacity, accord- · propelled to~ards t~e J?ins and first time, playing tennis, walk- tend to direct humor at other
· believes that ~emovrng so~e ing to Bischoff. The question . comes crashrng down rnto the . ing down the street carrying an men instead .of at yourself. If
.of the population of Stoke will of density is not addressed in gutter.
·
'
umbrella, and entering a movie you're a woman, you tend to
stop r,he 1:roblems, but Jackson the plan but the numbers are
you are a man, you mi~ht theater after the movie has laugh at yourself before you
If
definitely -down; said Bischoff.
.
.
doesn t thm~ ~o.
would at some other woman.
laughrng started.
· "Those students being di-s - have an easier time
. "W.hat Pres_i<dent Haalan:d did
·"J don't think (the study) is
The subjects were then asked
.
h
if.
.
than
situation
this
at
is not ,?ec~easmg the .?ensity of placed are being asked to move
. derogat?rY}Ow~ds ~e!1,". Neyanswerby
sc~nar!?
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i_n
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~o
accor~ing
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to
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. ·Stoke, saiJ:l Jackson. , What e out of their home and that is
tQ ,a .rece.n t U~J-:1 swdy. ,. ,,. ,t,i , . ;mg t,hi~ quest10~, ~hat,.cc;mJd . , h_a rt S~!.d- ,. l th~n.k; It Jus.t s~ys
r:::i·m@v,e -d~d;,f w:~s to {ra~e ,away ,·' teaUy urlfa1ir," ·safid ' Ja·c~son. ~, In this study, UNH gradu~te happe!'l ,~o ,you (du_rmg o~e of something ~bout the way_were
· communmesi •, .· , . , _, • ..1; -) · ,':In'stead of fixing the:l loors by sh:1:de·nt, M·a e"Lynn Neyhart,,; the previous mentioned sttua- . brou~ht up.
Jackson expressed many -con- · making them flex-floots, which . concluded that men are less tions) that would be humor- .
The study was· ~uncled b_y
ce·rns . of the students ~f rhe had worked in Stoke before; they likely to imagine themselves a~ ous?" Or,. they were- asked, JJN~ through the Central U~iUNJ::I ~~mpus and the bigge~t just take the floors away from targets of a joke. .· ' :'. ·
"~hat could happen to your ver~ity Rese~rch Fund (CURF),
one is, How dare they d() th is the students."
_iei:1;d that would _b e humor- · which provides mon_ey to reft
Psy-·
ye~r
_
second
a
Neyhart,
.The students and the adminwithout talking to us?" Jack~on
searchers _to pay sub1ects, re. .
ou~?
chology student, surveyed_50
said she tried to. meet wifh istration have been at odds over UNH undergrads to examine
The more masculme one was search a~ststants, travel cost~,
.
H_~a~an_d but was_ sent t<;> parnel many issues. during the past few · humor and gender for her in the self condition, th~ lo~ger books, and whatever else is
' .D1Biasi~, executive assiS t ant to years, and some students believe . master's thesis.
_it took to complete the situat10n, needed.
the re'Cent developments at .
. . .
· the president..
. Jackson said DiBtaSlO was . Stoke will hurt iri the short term.
pleasant but didn't really solve ·
," It may help in the long run
any of her problems or concretely address the concerns of the but right_now, it is going to cause
problems," said Beth Newbury,
·Stoke residents. . : · ·
cos'°" -TE• uo,m,w,..
. fo addition to losing space, a Stoke sophomore. "The ad the two primary concerns of the , ministration has put a tough
T-Shirts
residents are the noise coming sit_uation _o n JIS again and it is .
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. , . • Hooded
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Seventy~one Sto ke re_sidents are out in. the cold. (Sherri Flick
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Faculty·•l°eact

(continued from page 1)
put money into luring people
(to teach), it doesn't give us
enough planning time."
, Hersh said part of the increased enrollment i.s because
UNH has gotten better write
ups in the school caielogues, and
is becoming stiffer competition
for schools like Boston Coll.ege, .
Tufts, Syracuse and University
of Vermont.
"We're a hot school to get
into. We're a crowded school,"
he said.
Students are also turning
from professional to liberal arts
schools, according to Hersh. ·
· "This is not only a national
problem, it's a local problem,"
.,,
·
Hersh said: ·
He said here at ·UNH there
are clear problems getting
classes in the Communications,
Business, English, H1srory, Political Science, and Philosophy
departments.
"There are too many students
going after too few courses/'
according to . Timm Triplet,
chairperson of the Academi~
Standards Committee of the ·
Academic Senate.
Triplet, philosophy professor, said he had to over enroll
one course he teaches. He said
he took an informal poll in one
of his classes, and found that
. 30 to 40 percent weren't taking
as many courses as they wanted.
"Our biggest problem is access," Hersh said. "There aren't
a sufficient number of classes." ·
Hersh cited registration statistics to illus·t rate the problem
of access to courses.
Approximately, 2,400 students got three or fewer courses.
Of those about 800 didn't get
classes because they didn't fill
out the forms correctly.
Some 120 unlucky students

a

to 9en-ed jdeas

education structure. Yet he is em gen. ed. structure. He recalls
got one or no classes at regis- By Eileen Lee
In reaction to the recent skeptical of administration man- the massive debates in which
·
tration.
Hersh said those students got general education dis_cussion, - agement which failed to antic- "faculty affirmed the impor"very individualized attention UNH faculty believe resources . ipate and deal with the present tance of writing skills."
·
by whoever' s office they walked must be found to bolster gene..ral problem.
"Administration should be
education curriculum. The "disinto." ·
Although G-ordan Haaland,
"Often 120 students bring solution of standards;·· suggest- less concerned with public re- then vice president, was a two
with them 120 parents," Hersh ed by Vice President Hersh, is lations and more concerned with year active member in this
not. the answer, according to quality," he said. Watters said committee, budget cuts now
said.
Some of those 120 students David Watters of the English he sees a problem with faculty threaten UNH's gen. ed: remorale, citing the general ed- quirements.
·
have to go part time this semes- · department.
... ,.
"J' each i ng and learning ucation crisis as one more
ter, according to Hersh.
Robert J. Connors of the
Some faculty criticised the should be the first priority of instance of administration be- English Department finds the
·
Haaland administration for th i's University,'' said Harvard trayal.
recent problem a "failure of
"Necessary funds rpust be administrative (oresight." their "brush fire management" Sitkoff, member of UNH's
made available and anything
style, going .from one crisis to History department.
another.
Although Connors was not
He said he remembers the . ·else is merely a Band-Aid," says
"This place plans about two time, effort and energy that Herb Tischlar of the Earth here for the 1982 discussions
· ·
days in advance," acco.rdin,g to went into the 1982 curriculum Science Departme_nt. Recent h e· sa1·d , "We 11 -mtended
recom-'
· Andrew Merton, English pro- · change and feels remova1 would · cutbacks in the science depart- mendations were put into affe~t
fessor.
make a "sham of faculty gov- ment limited teaching assist- without consideration of the
But Merton believes it is not ernance." Ultimately, the stu- ams, which in turn reduced the cost.·,, _ r
~th<:; administrations fault given dents would be "cheated" says number of openings in general · Like other faculty, : h_e s;ys_
the funds the state gives it to Sitkoff.
education classes. Unless addi- general education must be one
work with.
Watters also defends the tional- resources are provided, of UNH's ideals.
Al t h oug h ·a so Iution has yet
(• (The ·a:dministration) has present general education re- "next year, there will be even
d for the present
b
no choice but to run that way." quirements. "They're the heart more cutbacks," said Tischlar.
to • e propose
,
he said.
Sitkoff played an important problem, each faculty · member
of UNH," he said.
or_aduate expresse d an acceptance of
Herbert Tischler, chairperson · Watters attributes UNH's role in the 1~82 _U nder_
~
of the Earth Sciences depart- growing popularity, in part, Curriculum Review Committee; p_.roposed schedule changes. ·
ment, said he's lost several with the demanding ge~-~i- which recommended the pres- .
teaching assistant positions ·
because of the budget crunch.
He said that affects the quality
"I think there's been too many needed (from the state legis- crea~e a very good University,
of the Earth Science graduate
program as well as the ·n umber crisises. We've gotto slow down, lature).
bur It costs more than it doesn
of sections he can offer of solidify things, get things up
·
Hersh said between .25 and to be mediocre."
to snuff," Hersh said .
introductory courses.
30 percent ~f UNH's budget
"The problem is we don't comes from the State.
"If we wane ·to keep the
It is with in the- next few
.
general education program as have enough money in general
That isn't enough, according weeks that Bersh would like ait is ... we need an infusion of education." Rogers said. "Next Mercon.
a plan of action generally agreed
year we're not going to be rich
new money," Tischler said. .
"This is .a private university _ upon ~y faculty, the General
Tischler and Merton belive either."
with some subsidy from the Education Committee, and adcutting the foqtball program is. · Hersh said that $460,000 new state," Merton said.
ministration. Even in that
dollars\.. have been put into
a reasonable alternative.
Merton .s aid most state uhi- amount of time, Hersh said the
Other faculty at. Tuesday's general education, but it still versities get half of their fund- ·_University would probably have
meeting-suggested raising tui- isn:t enough.
to pr nt a supplement to the ne.w
ing from i:he state legislature.
'There's never been sufficient
tion. Hers,h explained that it
. "If you W~nt a·scate university 1 catalogue for incoming fre~h is not up to UNij to change number of dollars to ptit :i nto an1d call it a state i.iniversity, then men because the printing deadtuition. Only the legislature and general education," Hersh said. you have to fund it," he said.
line will have passed.
"We haven't gotten what we've
the govenor can do that.
Hersh said, "We're trying to
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(only) ·$1 Admission

Over 50 employers from various
HOTELS, BANKS, HOSPITALS,
SUMMER CAMPS, RESORTS, BUSINESSES, and more will be available ·
to discuss summer job openings.
FREE ICE-CREAM for the· first 50 students!
_Sponsored by the Career Planning
and Place men t Office

Hear pro~ressive rock; reggae,

other exc1hn_g sou.nds. ·

·

.

_Fit •To A Tee Let us outfit'
your club
organization,
team, frat,
or sorority

l _
.
r:-f,

call your Durham rep Io! a. . '
,

:Huddleston and Philbrook have enough workers finally. (Addie Holm_g ren photo)

Dining hall situati on.imp roves

I

,

.

749--6465•

THE PHILADELPHIA INSTITUTE

Demand.for
our graduates

By Jennifer Brock and Paige
ton were four new student , machines that they are not
Kay Youschak , '
employees,·said Walker. Phil- allowed to work with.
The student employment
brook received approximately
· This means the older emcrisis of last semester in the
four or five new student em- ployees are .stuck with working
dining halls, has virtually ended
ployees, according to Melissa late to compensate for the
with the exception of Stillings
Christia n, student ~upervisor younger employees leaving ear1
Hall, according to staff members
for Philbrook.
ly, and are not given any extra
at the dining halls.
·
"This semester has drastically pay for it.
Both Philbrook and Huddles- imptoved from last semester
The Philadelphia Institute• is
.
"There is still a stigma about
ton have managed to attract as far as student employment th. e J'ob " s ·d y t
"W
'
The
Institute
for Employee Benefits Training
· ·
e ve
enough students to work this goes, " sa1'd Ch nstian.
· . d a ,fewa1peopaIeesw'h o rns1st
· ·
.
. d · h ire
1]ie
Institute
semester, while Stillings confor Tax and Fi4uciary
Yates sa1.-d St1-11 rngs
receive
on not being seen."
tinues to lack adequate help, a few new st udents, but th e
Management
Although she also believes
according to Julia Yates, super- resdulhts wedref not as great as they that once a student
. The ·Institute for Paralegal Tr~g ·
has started
visor of Stillings
_ h a ope or.
k , h e / s h e .rea-I'1zes w h at
(with
specialties ~ International Trade Law, Lltigaaon
·
"bl
'd
f
to
wor
~Yates said, "I don't know
A not h er poss1 e 1 ea or
·
· d · · h 11
Management, Real Estate Law, General Practice,1'ublic
a va 1ua bl e experience
wor k'rng
(why Stillings is understaffed) promo_tmg
1
. rn_mg a emp oy- at a dining hall can be. Many
Law, and-Corporate F~ce and Business Law)
because our management is as me_n~ 1-$ bu_ild~ng a central r~-- students think that
having a job
generous and as nice as ever- cru 1~1n_g offICe In ~he future, sai_d will conflict with their academic
The Law School Transition Program
ywhere else."
The London Summer International
Chnsnan. But this plan has not sched I b t 10
· f t 1·t
b
.
u es, u
a_c
She said she believes that Yet been decided on.
may e
Legal
~~ies :Program, and much more.
·
.
.
.
a
more
constructive
way for
some of the contributing factors
. The overall Sltuatw~ IS so students to Spend their time
to the ,Stillings problem might much better · that some em- said Yates. ,
A New
of Law and Management ProfessiOIWB
.
'
be the fact that Huddleston ployees cannot get enough work.
Over 7,0QO coll__ ege graduates have used our 4-month graduateoffers a five-day week instead Heidi Hill, an employee at
'''Havin·g a job forces the
level programs to qualify for positions with some of the best law
of a sc;ren-dav week, but she Huddleston, claimed that she students to organize their time,"·
firms, corporations, banks, and financial ~titutions in the coµntty.
failed to se!= any other legitjmate has inquired about increasing said Yates.
Our placement service will help you find a job in ilie city of your
reason.
.
. her hours, but found there are
choice-a service backed by a unique tuition refund.
Stillings is really trying hard
"If I could just put my finger not enough available.
to attract stuctents trom the
B.A. required. fur information and a &ee booklet entitled ·
on it," said Yates, "I would do
Reasons for the dramatic University to work. There is a
· OPTIONS: New Careers in Law and Business, return the cou,something to solve fr.I'
change in student employment year-round recruiting process,
pon or call 1-800-222-475~. In PA, call (215) 567-4811.
In the beginning of this in both Philbrook and Huddles- which includes sending letters
semester, the supervisors from ton include a $,20/hr wage to the home of future freshmen,
each of the three dining halls . increase for all employees, said and this year they even placed
We'll be on campus Mar. 24 •
got together in hopes of creating Walker
an advertisement in the paper
Cont.act your placement office to arrange for an i~terview.
some new ways to promote
"The new minimum starting to stress the seriousness of the
student employine9t. One of the wage is $4.55/hr/' said Walker. employment shortage.
ideas they came with was a Despite-- this wage increase,
The supervisors from all
program called "Pizza Rush," Stillings continues to have a
Nationwide, lifetime
three dining halls V<'.ill continue
·Which took place early this major shortag~ of University
1 Mail trus CO':'P_OO to:
job placement.
to se<1rch for ways to improve
The Philadelphia lnstitut.e
semester, according to Tom students, and therefore must
GSL
I.pans
(up to $7,500) I 1926 Arch Street
· the number of student emI
Walker, student supervisor at resort in hiring high school ployees.
Housing
In. the meanti'me, st~Huddleston.
students co work.
Merit Scholarships
dents may be missing out.
· The program wa·s designed
There are presently only
I _Please' send a copy of □ your catalogues .
to give students a chance to have fifteen University students workI □ Options:·New Careers in Law and Business. : I
"Students who work here can
THE ·
I
·· · I
a "behind-the scenes" tour of ing at Stillings, and a pproxi- make f~iendships with other
I
PHILADELPHIA I Nal'lle______ _____
the dining hall, while at the mately twenty ,high school stustudents and fellow employees
I
I
INSTITUTE
same time meet and converse dents working.
·
, that can · be lasting (friendI Clty _ _ _ _ _ State _ _-_ Z l p _ _ I
with other employees, he said.
This only creates larger prob- -ships)," said Julia, "Maybe if . Approved by the
I
The. pizza was just a way to lure lein s for Stillings since there
College _ _ _ _ _----'rr'-'-~-o_fG;...ra..;;:.d)__
I ✓-I had more one-on~one contact
American Bar
in the students.
.
.
are labor laws that limit the
with the students the results
I Phone _ _ _ _ _--==.------'- I
Association
(present)
RUNH
The end results for Huddles- hours a mirior can work, and also
(home)
would change.''

excee<ls supply
2 to 1. , .· ·.

9ass

r------- -

, r~~~2~r~(ri~k-4811 __....,__ :

Address___________

We've put more than 7,000 college edm:ations to work.

Call PruPASS
THE PRUDENTl~L PATIENT ADVISORY SUPPORT SERVICE

Call PruPASS when your
doctor recommends hospitalization or surgery. If
you have been admitted
. to a hospital because of
an emergency, PruPASS ,
·must be called within two
working ~ays of admission.

If PruPASS is not used benefits wlll be ,reduced.

PLEASE REFER TO YOUR I.D:o CARD FOR THE
REQUIRED INFORMATION AND 800 NUMBER
..
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Tell someone you
- ·care in

~

The ·New Balttp shire
, personalsr
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FREE

SCHOlARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
• Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardle~s of :Grades or Paren~al Income.

·

• We have a data bank of over '200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money avai1able for students who have been newspaper car•
·
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
.
• Results GUARANTEED.

L------------For A Free Brochure ·

CALL

ANYTIME

Mike Shore jams on Hamilton -Smith Hall. (-Peter Tamp~si
·
· :.
photo)
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l•800• 262•Q 330
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Calvin a_n d Hobbes have
beenJiv ing at the top of
the national bestseller
lists for months now!
Find out why Bill
Watterson's won~erfully
fresh and funny humor
has capture d America.

Pl'IEle

on

the beach

F'r. LAUDERDAL£'5 PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
· 18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

· Order your copy
right away.

- - CELEBRATE -- - -

e aaEAlll 'II
-~-IN
- in Ft. Lauderdale · .
I

'Please send me ·____ copies of Calvin and Hobbes at $6.95
plus $1.00 for postage and handling per book. Enclosed is _ _ _ _ __
Make check payable to Andrews and McMeel. Allow 4 to 6 _weeks for delivery.
D MasterCar d
D VISA
D Money Order
□ Check .
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Credit Card #_'____ ____ ___ MasterCar d Interbank #____ _____ ___
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exp. Date_ ____ _ _ _
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Calvin and Hobbes Book; c/o This Newspape r;P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, MO 64141
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Andrews and McMeel, 4900 Main Street, K'.'°sas City, MO 64112.
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10 A.M. - 6 P.M~ - POO&SIOI PAIITIIS
Live D.J. Emceeing Poolside Contest• Woter Volleyball Tournoment
Free Deer Chug P.eloys • Free T-Shirt P.eloys • The Delly Flop Contest
and climox the doy with .. ,
The Wettest, Wet T-Shlrt Contest feotured in Playboy Magazine
Cash Prizes• Free T-Shirts • and other giveaways
Summers Gomes And Wet Water rs Videos Now On Sole/I - ,

7 P.M. - B P.M. - COIIIGI HAPPY HOUII

Uni~. of New Hampshire Party _Tues., March

15, 1988

N~tt :>r1111VG DP.EAK, '88 T-SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOP.
ADOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS DETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
.WITH PP.OP£R COLLEGE I.D.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DP.AFT BEER - $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOP. PRIZES!

IVIIIIIIGS
on the beach presents ... "FURY"

SUMMERS

Ft. Lauderdale"s finest P.ack' n Roll bond nightly
PLUS 6 Oars to Serve You

I

.I
I
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K 'II !
: -~-IN 41 aatA
Party Tues., March 15, 1988
Univ·. of New Hampshire
0

•• ONE FI\EE DAI\ DRINK 01\ D1\AFT OR SOFT DRINK - GOOD FROM 7' P.M. · 8 P.M, NIGHTLY
.
(LIMITONE PER CUll()l,(I\)
Summers on the 0eoch "219 5. Atlontic 0lvd. •Ft. Louderdole. Florido "(305) 462-8978
(located ½ block north of Los Olos Oivd. on A 1A)
ADMISSION POI.ICY, 18 Years Or Older
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when the Senate voted on a biii
·which decided what would be
done with the students displaced
by the planned off ice space in
Stoke Hall.
She said the Senate only had
input after the students were
displaced, and should have been
considered for the actual dis,place,ment descision.
Hammond and Rose also
stressed the amount of diversity
and experience on their ticket.
Both are currently serving as
,student senators, but Hammond
does not use this as the base of
their experience.
. Besides her two semesters as
senator, Hammond pointed to'
her work with the .Committee
On Central America (COCA),
·and her experience in national
politics.
"We' re representing not only
the Student Senate but the
.student body as a whole," said
Hammond. "Mike and l feel our ·
broad ~xperience within differ- ing student organizations gives
us greater capacity to lead the
student body."
Rose said the diversity on the
ticket is also a mafor facrnr.
Tpeir differences .in gender,
greek affiliation (Hammond is
an Alpha Chi Omega sister,
Rose is non-greek), and expe, rience backround provide a wide
spectrum of viewpoints, according to Rose.
He said this diversity, com bined with their common
denominator -- the Sen 4 te -makes them the most COmJ?etent ticket.
"Diversity is the ti<;ket," said
· Rose. "Diversity is"always the
ticket. If it's not diverse, it is
not truly representative."
Hammond also had praise for
the current Warner Jones, Sabra
Clarke administration. She said
it was "excellant" and clai'med
to be ''·very satisfied by its
functioning."
"They've (Jones and Clarke) .
put the Student Senate on .a good
path . We want to c_a rry what
they're doing a little further,"
said Hammond. ·

For those hard-to-fiµd publications such as out-of-print
b_ooks, legal anthologies and scholarly journal reprints,
K;inko 's CopyrJght Permissions and 'Reprints Service will help
you obtain permission so you can teach with the specific
-educational information you need.

51 Maip. Street
Durham,NH·

868-6322
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ALAS
(continu~d from page 3)
not g·etting the. money back,
because it is going to Swiss Bank
accounts instead.
Alas said he would rather see
· a switch to the· food category
because it will look only at
growing the food necessary for
· Central America's survival. He
said until they solve their own
food prnblems, they cannot
continue the agua export.
Another area that Alas would
like to see improved is .Centfa'l • ·
America's univer.sities .. He es- ·
timated that the,re were arocihd
36 universities througho~t the
region which "don't go to all
of them." Alas said that there
are only three .good schools, one
being the National l.1niver~ity .
. Since 1986, however, the
Natiq_nal University has become
weakened from destruction and
· budget cuts, according to Alas.
He said many of the classes had ·
to be held around the cities.
The others, he said , are just
run down. Alas described them
as having no chairs, lavatories,
or books.
"In these schools," he said,
"you' re more or less buying your
diploma ..If you help Ol,lr. universities, then you will be help- ··
ingus."
· , ':\. , . _ · ,
' JJ

.'.'!-t. " . ,;

-~'J , . ... ,.,

!,.')~1~;- ...~

We'd rather tie you up for a couple of hours than see you tie
yourself down to a bad care~r decision ..
That's why we're holding our Jordan Marsh PresentaH~n~
and why you owe it to yourself to stop by and fihd out more about
New England's dominant department store. Come get-the inside .
story on our Executive Training Progr,am, GOnsidered one of the
fi'nest in the country, and on how to become a successful executive
in ,oday's fast-paced, competitive retail industry--:So whether you're a serli'or looking to start your career.on the ·
right track, or an underclassman tracking down a ·full-time, paid
· internship, do yourself a favor and check out the Jordan Mar~h
presentation.
·
It's one evening you're bound to remember.
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Fast Service, Friendly Manner, Fresh Food!
Sesame • Plain • Poppy • Whole Wheat • Egg -• Oatmeal • Garlic • C_innamon Raisin '! Onion_• Rye • Salt • P1,1mpE:rnickel

CIASSICS

SPREAPABLES
$ .90

Cream Cheese .....
Butter
Walnut-Raisin Spread ...
Veggie Spread ...
Gariic & Herb Spread .

$ .65
$1.35
$1.10
$1.10
$1.10
$1. 7 5
$1 .10
$1.10
$ .85

with sliced Virginia _Harn ·
Continental ·Melt .

.50

Milks, Natural Fruit Juices,
Sparkling Waters, and Natural
. Sodas available in our dairy case.
Lemonade and Iced Tea
available seasonally.

BASJ CS

with Melted Swiss Cheese . . . . .

Tl!rkey Breast . : . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hot Pastrami . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
with Melted Swis~ Cheese. \ ....

Corned Beef - Hot or Cold
Tuna Salad . .
Melted Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . .
with Tomato .. .. .. .. .. ..
All Meat Sandwiches Served
·with a Pickle Spear.
Tomatoes .:... ........ ... ..
Cheese ........ ,.......... ..

·

·

$3.15

Sliced, baked Virginia Ham .
Garlic & Herb Spread, Tomatoes ,
Onions, & Sprouts

$3.25

Same as above, substituting
· Turkey for the Ham

$2.55

, Lasagna Bagel ..........

Dog. (Peter Tamposi photo)\
I

$3.15

Heavenly Turkey

~

$2.70

Garlic & Herb Spread, Tomato
Sauce, & Melted Provolon e

with Pepperoni . .

$2 .95

Melted blend of Cheddar & Swiss
over Tomatoes, Onions, & a mildly
spiced Sauce, topped with Sprouts

Turkey Cordon Bleu

$3.15

with Turkey for a .
S_uper Turkey

Bleu-Cheese Broccoli Melt

Write news·

I

Butter~d Bagel: Turk ey. Ham.
Melted Swiss

$3.15
$2.25

Tuna Melt

$2.60

Brocco1i,. Bleu Cheese Dressing,
Melted choice of cheese

I

Your choice ef Cheddar, Swiss or
Provolone over Tuna Salad

ASIDES
Garden Salad Platter . . . . .

$2.65
$3.10
$2.65
$2.65
$;3.10
$2.65
$1.75
$1.50
$1.65

$
$

nd sports fo~

$ .95
Homemade Pasta Salad . .
$ .60
Homemade Potato Salad . . .
Whole Pickle . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .60
Quiche . . . All homemade, varies daily
with Salad ... . $2.85
. . . . $1.65
Knish . . . . Several varieties available
.... $1.75
Spanakopita . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.15
Hot Soup .. . : . All homemade, varies
daily .-... Cup $1.35 Bowl $1.95
Seasonal:
Gazpacho & other cold soups
Cup $1 .35 Bowl $1 .95

.15
.45

FINISHING
TOUCHES

$ f .40

Served with your choice of
Bleu Cheese, Russian, Poppy Seed, . ·
Lite Italian, or Lemon Dill

(on a Bagel)

Baked Virginia Ham .

$2 .00

Heavenly Ham

. . . . . . . . $2.25

Super Cheese . .

.55

$1.75

with Pepperoni .

$3.35

Salami topped with Tomatoes . Onions.
& Melted Provolone Cheese

.75

.50
.40

A- Tuna Melt with tomatoes, a blend
of Melted Swiss & Ch eddar, topped
·
with Sprouts
.A single serving pizza

Creamy Danish Havarti Cheese
meltJd over Broccoli, topped
with Sprouts

Lge.
.60
.60
.40

. . $2.85

Tuna Supreme

Pizza Bagel

$2.45

Havarti Broccoli Melt

(Free on Sundays!)

Soda
Tea
Herbal Tea
Hot Chocolate

$3.35

Same as aboue, substituting sliced
turkey breast or pastrami

BEVERAGES
Coffee
Fresh Brewed Decaf
Coffee Refills

Reuben in the Round .

Turkey or Pastrami Reuben . .

Jelly. Apple Butter or Honey w/aboue . 10 extra

Sm.
.-.45
.45
.25

$3.50

Sliced, Lean Corned Beef, our own
Russian Dressing, Sauerkraut, &
Melted Swiss Cheese

(Our· Own Boursin!)

Cream Cheese with Chives .
Lox Spread . . . .
Cfeam Cheese with Olives· . .
Peanut Butter . .
Apple Butter .

Cream Cheese, Lox.
& Onions

.

Poppy Seed Cake ..
-Lemon Buttermilk Cake.

$ .80
$ .80

Turnovers

$ .85 .

The New·

$1.25
$1 .25
$1.65
$ .75
$ .7.5
$1.60

Devilish Fudge Cake .
Carrot Cake .. .
, Cappuccino Tqrte . ..... .
Brownie .' . ....lf,. . : . . ... . .
Six Layer Bat- · '.;,.. ·...... .
Peanutty Chocolate Bagel . ..

·t

Chunky Peanut Butter & Honey,
topped with Chocolate Chips,
warmed to perfection

\....

Mill Road Plaza, Durharti, N.H 03824 Telephone 868-1424.
· 19 Market St., Portsmouth, N.H Market St. Em _orium, Additional Entrance Commercial Alley)

Telephone 431-5853

---------------------,
~-------Any classic sandwich · ·

.,

.

-

Chest discomfort that
lasts longer than
two minutes is nothing
to fool around with.
Play it safe and ask someone
to get you to a hospital emer - gency room- immediately.

f1l

50¢ off
wit~ this ·coupon
offer expires 3/12/88

American Heart
Association ·

~- ---------------~----~·------- ..~

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

Th~ N evv Hatnpshire Staff
· apologi~es to

DURH AM HOUS E OF PIZZA
.

.

for any inconyiences or pr(?blems caused by Tuesday'-s misprint·.

The ad should have read:

$4 for large _cheese pizz~ instead of $4 off I a rg e cheese pizza.

-

.. Sincerest apologi~s,
-.

TNH
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The
Bloom County Collectic,n
~

•

'

4t'~

•

#

PENGUIN LUST
White__ T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_

•' ,.;-i
-,~,~~ - ~

Qty. ,

__,__

White Sweatshirt
Size(s)_ __

PINGUIN lUSl,

ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT"
· Lt. Grey T-Shlrt
Qty.__ _ Slze(s),_~_ _

OPUS _·

Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qty. ·

White Sweatshirt
Qty.__ _ _
Slze(s)._ __

Size(s)._ _

White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ Size(s)._ _

HEAVY METAL OPUS
White T-Shirt
Qty.__ ~--- Si.ze(s) ___ ,~_
White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ Size(s)_ _ __

STEVE DALLAS

_,nl·

DON'T 13LAME ME, .
~-~,-("

SOtPMY50Vl
1b f((tK N'l?ott .

.,i:,
I VOTED FOR
l31Ll N' OPUS

BILL 'N OPUS
Black T-Shirt
· ·· Qty._---'-- Size(s)__ __ ___ ,_,

.

White ·fshirt . Ot-y. _ _ _ Size(s),___
_

OLIVER WENDELL -JONES
oeige T-Shirt
Qty.~ - - Size(s,__ _
/

BLOOM COUNTY BABYLON
NEW BILL THE CAf
Lt. Grey T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ __

J

White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ __

STARSHIP ENTERPOOP ·
White T-Shirt
Qty. ____ ___ Size(s)_ __

"The newest col•
· lect ion - 5 years
of strips in paper•
back - peraonally

White Sweatshirt
Qty.__ _ Slze(s)"-----

signed by Berke
Breathed. Exclu-

. sively from -

Guy Glenn
Graphics

All Shirts .

~/50 Cotton/Polyester
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery for personal checks.

· List Price $12.95
Plus Postage $1.50

CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax.

Qty. _ _

_ _ VISA _ _ MASTERCARD _ _ EXP.DATE
NUMBER _ _ _ ___:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME_ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·s1GNATURE....,...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. SHIP TO: _________________:____

Tees: _S, M, _L, XL $12.45 ea. postpaid _
Sweats: M, L, XL · $22.45 ea. postpaid
MC, Visa, money orders OK. .

MAIL TO:
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS

DEPT.

B •5

P.O. BOX3953 .

.

·

' EVERGREEN, co 80439-3430
(303) 674-86e7

·. •
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-Editorial
Due to .repe~ted computer . malfuncti~ns and
,deadline -limitations, editorial comment' will
be reserved for the next issue.
(Too bad. It was going to be a doozy.)

NOTE: The New Hampshire will notbepublished on
Friday, March 11 before Spdng Break or on Tuesday,
March ~2, aftef ·Spring Break.

Lette1·s

,;....,

_-r

_hJ_r•w¥¥B~IT¥¥E~/Ll-_¥E'.r·r~¥EB}l.,s ·•~~
w

Coun~elling and Testing this ~~ek.
-I walked all the way across campus,
Alp_~aXiDelta fu,~ishedhoStt
· only to be told that I would have
.~
served all week. Sigma.Nu hel-ped ,~
to come back tomorrow morning
W -...~
as alw~ys to set up and were on.the _, ~ W W W W W w W w w w w w w W W
because that is when walk-in hours
-~-~ "T"'T'T'T'T'T'T"""r'T'T'T'T'T'T'T'T~
scene '-oµstantly.
Dear Editor:
·
···· ·-- ----- -- -- -------- -- --------- -- -- ------· ··
- ·
Fantastic art work was done by
were. O.K., so I went back there
I am :writing to remind you and
'told,
was
and
our Scudem; Committee with Lambevery other UNH student not to ·the next morning,
"Sorry, no walk-in hours on Wedda Chi. Alpha being the new artistic :
miss one of the mo.st important
"kid on the block" with posters
elections of your four years _here . -nesdays." How many more times
are they going to send me away?
made for all the Karivans and their
at UNH as a student.
brothers also worked and gave in
On Monday, March 7, 1988, _, It is frue that I am not going to kill
myself if I have to wait another day,
large numbers. Alpha Tau Omega
· UN H students will be able to vote
but who knows what cond.ition
provided lovely vocal tntertainment
fo, OUR ·voice on the U niv"er~ity
another student may be in when ,and led the fraternities in numbers
Sy,;tem's Board of Trustees. I can
they are turned_away? Asking for
with our staunch AGR and Acacia
think of no easier way of exercising
(our super clean up crew) a close ,
your voice at UNH than taking your- help is not easy. Asking for it three
times is absurd. I am very F1Ware
second!
validated UNH ID to the dining
Alpha Phi was highest among
hall, MUB, or Library and voting. , that the ·Center has helped countlessstudents in the past, and tha~ they
the sororities with seco_nd place
It takes five seconds!!
are doing their best to accornodate
achieved by Delta Zeta and Alpha
Admittedly, y~u may not undrras many people as possible. Yet, _• Xi Delta supplied a huge volul]-teer
stai;id all the ins-and-outs of _what
the fact remains that a crisis doesn't _ crew. Our loyal commuters have,
the Student Trustee position entaiJs,
but you can still vote for the oqly plan it's schedule around anybne.
· ' ov.e r the years, been a ,terrific - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - .
Councilling and Testing is sucsupporter and added much to this
student who is running to be OUR
cessful to a point, but theri need
total collection.
student voice.
more flexible hours and · more
Both Army and Air force ROTC,
There is only one candidate · for
staffing beca~se they are one of the
as is now tradition, played a big part
the position, "Does my vote really
most needed organizations on this
in our success and members of
me;;tn anything?" you might be
campus.
Alpha Phi Omega Service Frat~rELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief
asking. YES!! We, the student body
Karen Lacasse
nity shared the days with us. Added
need m se~d a message to the Boar.cl
to all thes~ was the gret increase
of Trustees that we are not apathetROBERT C. PURLING, Managing Editor
in UNH: staff donors! The most · JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor
ic. We need them to realize that
v
JAY KUMAR, News Editor BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor
outstanding participants regarding
students are 'concerned with OUR
CHARLES J. McCl:JE Jr., Sports Editor
MARK T. BABCC.CK 11, Sports Editor
recruitment and advertising to
voice on the Board of Trustees and
,Photo Editor
PETER T\A.MPOSI, Photo Editor.
attract more donor were your
that we demand that OUR views
To the Editor:
ARTHUR LIZIE, -Arts Editor
SUSAN FLYNN, Forum Editor
·
be heard.
"Love was indeed in the Air" on Student Senate and the NEW
KAREN PSZE~NY, B'Usiness Manager
VOTE!!
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager
our Valentine Blood Drive, and I HAMPSHIRE who w,e re fantastic
am still floating on Cloud 9! Beau- iii' their leadership! ·
Arts Reporten
Kim Hartman- Advertising Auc;clalH
, · Dennis J. O'Connell
Please, keep Love in. the air
Susan Aprill
M. Amunategoi
tiful people ~with beautiful thoughts
Debbie Donohoe
Jim Carroll
Velasco
Antonio
MacNeill
Debi
Student Trustee Candidate
responded not only to reach our goal because it is a beautifuJ thing to see
Ric Dube
PIOductlon Aua.tanta
Parke Madden
"Go with D.O. -again,
Brendan Gleeson
Kar.en Lacasse
Aut lualnea Mgr.
but also to help us make up for some and feel the involvement for others!
David Gray
Sudol
Kristi
t.,ogan
Linda
This time for keeps'
A visito-r at one of our previous
of the recent cancellations!
P.atrik Jonsson
. Slaff Reporten
- Cin:ulallon Mgr.
Rober;t Hallworth
Pam DeKoning
· Steven Greason
Cupid was very busy on those five drives began_a sp~ech with "I wis.h
Marc Mamigonian
Pollet
Chistopher
Mgr.
Clrculallon
Aut
days .of -fellowship ·and happiness I had a photograph so th€ world
Sports Reporters
Ma"ry Tamer
Greg Pariseau
Bob Barrett
_ News R~era ·
Con IINdera
as 1 i23 of-you gave Red Cross 1069 could see you in action!" I wish and
Scott Bemiss
lshi Burdett
Caryl Calabria
pints to filter from your concern hope that our small w'orld will
William Blackburn
Rebecca Carroll
Dave Caswell
Richard D'Avolio
Cara Connors
recognize your unselfish dedication
Ellen Harris
into the lives of rpany!
i To the Editbr:
Jason Doris
Pam·e1a DeKoning
Christine O'Connor
no way can I do justice in and see UNH students as I see
In
I am upset. I mean, really angry.
&a~~a~~~iaser
~e~~~!:.n
News Brief Editor
touching everyone but my words, them--your attitude o.f love and
11
As if going through this isn'·t bad
Adam Fuller 7
Beth Goddard
~~~~J:,r.idll~r
gift come, from the heart! caring can make the future brighter
your
like
-John Kelley
Curtis Graves
Carbery O'Brien
enough; without being refused help
Marie Reilly
Robin Hooker
life as you are the coming leadei::s!
Graphic Managers
campus
•of
segments
Many
' in dealing with' it. Upon first
Cartoonlils
Mict:lele LaForge
Debbie Bellavance
am
I
proud
how
always
Remember
varied
many
in
helped
and
us
joined
F. Dowe
Micbael
Marder
Wendy
Otterson
Marjorie
· impress.ion, the "U.N.H. CouncilRotiert Durling
Joanne. Marino
Graphic Assistant!!
ways. The dorms had a huge repres-. of you and h~w proud I am that I
, ling and Testing Center" at SchoMatthews
Rob
·
l DeniseBolduc
Dick Sawyer
entation of both v<1lunteers and \ can be your friend.
Cindy Mathieson
Ca~olyn Christo
field House sounds like a great idea.
·Technlcal Supe"laor
Ed McDaid ·
Marla Cox
donors and{ Area III produced the
Leah Orton
Free councelling for students is a
Chris.Paulson
Nancy Fitzgerald
With Hugs and Kisses,
Typlatl
greatest number with Wi'Iliamson
Jessica Purdy
Lisa Hamel ,
necessary way for them to get help
Caryl Calcbria
from
Antony Ray
Darcy LeB~n
Hall leading the list followed by
Elizabeth Crossley
_ in this often difficult, challenging
Alexandra Romoser
Nicole Luongo
Jarry Stearns
Joanne Flaherty
the
and
residenrs
Hall
HubbaTd
Beth Severance
JoAnn Scharnb1--,
time of life.
Ellen Harris
Red Cross Blood
- Susan Smith
Liz Urets~y
Kristin Hladik
-Everyone 1wants to be stable and .: mini dorms. The Greek System wa . Your Durham
Jessica Standish
PhptaaiaPhers
Chairman
Christine O'Connor
everywhere with Phi Kappa Theta
independent but nobody is perfect,
Tim Thornton ·
SMie Greenway ·
Amanda Waterfield
check
the
manning
Phi
Waterfield
Alpha
Amanda
and
8,nd sometimes a little outside help
and
Chi
Theta
while
day
every
out
is necessary. That is why .I went ~o

w_

The New.Bmnp~hire
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University Forum
Water

problems

and

prospects ·
· By S. Lawrence Dingman

This is the fourth article in a series spo-nsored by
the UN H Pride Committee. The series discuses important enviromental issues that the UNH faculty
have expertise in and which have relevance to the
UN H Community. The Pride Committee is working with the UNH Community to increase aw~re-_
_ness about enviromental issues and to take pride in
the pl-ace that we live and work in.

oi'

•

,

Compared to most of the United States,
New Hampshire is water-rich. On the
average, we get 43 inches of rain and snow
each year. Of this, 22 inches is extracted
from the soil by trees, supporting the forests
_that cover over 8.0% of rhe state. The
remaining 21 inches, called "runoff", ends
up in grourid-water bodies ' (aquifers) arid ·
rivers- thif 'i~"t:ht water-poteptial!x,avaifabl~ - ;~
for human use and~management. The '
averag~ runoff for the e'ntire country is
only 9 iriches per year. In spite of our relative,
ab~ndance of water, New Hampshire has

state is for industry; and over 80% comes
from streams ( t_he Oyster River supplie·s
water to Durham and UNH). Even though
average runoff is high, it is very vatiable
from season to season and year to year. This
causes conflicts among competing demands
for what is available. These conflicts are
becoming mote frequent as our population
grows. The s,tafe has recently passed
legislation that requires repot;ting of water
use; this should help anticipate major use
conflicts.
Groundwater is also threatened by
conflicting uses: The sand and gravel bodies
that are the state's best aquifers are also
the most attractive sites for constructfon,
sand and gravel sources, and waste disposal.
Over 45 hazardous waste sites have been
identified as threats to groundwater.
Thirty-two percent of our public water
supplies are exceeding the "safe yield" of
their sources- these municipalities must
compete with private development pressures to find new sources.
Much progre~s has been made in cleaning
up the state's -rivers, but still over 500 miles
0Lst1;eams 1on't meet pasic water.-quality
standards. About 13 % of our lakes suffer
serious water resource problems involving
both quantity and quality.
Peopl~ often ~hink of New H_a_m~shire

-from over-fertilizati'on ( eutrophication)
due to development in their watersheds,
and n~ed immediate action for restoration
of water quality; another 9% are in
imminent danger. In addition, most of the
state's lakes and streams are sensitive to
acid deposition, which can lead to elimination 9f fish populations and is a potential
threat to humans. Other water-quality
problems include radon and arsenic in
groundwater in certain regions.
Most of the state,s water resource
problems are directly attributable to its
rapid economic and population growth.
There are few, if any, untapped major
sources of water to turn to. Thus the
responses to these problems MUST involve
planning, growth management, and strict
regulation of land use. The state still has
a long way to go in these areas, in part
because traditional local land-use control
has been ineffective and uncoordinat~l
Can we muster the political will to pass
the laws and raise, the taxes that will be
required? The answer is largely up to you,
the future citizens a-nd leaders of New
Hampshire.
1 f1S a rural state that gets most ot its water
.from groundwater. These are misconceptions: Over 75 % of the water used in the
S. Lawrence Dingman is a Professor of Hydrology
and Water Resources .

,.
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.'PLA TOO N'
.TONI GHT .
gs:
· 3 showin_

- 7:0b pm ·
9:30 ·pm
12:·oo am
$2 students w/id

$4 non-students ··

·,MUB'PUB '"

'

..

Refreshfnents Available.

Starring: ·
Cary Grant,- _ .
· Katharine Hepburn
James Stewart

*Hepburn plays a·very
·rich; v:e ry spoiled
heiress who .needs
.. to learn a less~n in
.. humility_to ·keep her prince ·char~ing. ·

·. · Strafford Room

7 p.m. & 9:30p.
. ·_ · $1 Students

Contact Kathy or Rob at 862-1485 or
stop by MUSO office for more details. ·

· THE NEW.,HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, March 4, 1988

New York City
. Opera Company
The 8arber of Seville
Johnson Theater
over real compet1t10,n, not
· _ny Marc A. Mam1gonian
Tuesday, March 1
, Nm that anyone really cares, Heart, Georgia Satellites, a_nd By,: Patrick Jonsson
. but the Grammies were Wed- other greats of the medium.)
nesday night. If you didn't see In his_acceptance speech, The
- ·:me ther·e, I was in the second " Edge thanked, among others,
1=he plot of The Barber., oj
. :row with Brooke Shields and ''. Martin Luther King, Bob Dy~
l'ah
for
"Tangleq
Up
in
Blue,"
Seville
could easily fit into a h~lf· Bubbles the monkey.
If you ever plan on watching Flannery O'Connor, Jimi Hen- hour situatiori comedy. With the
· the Grammies, let me urge you drix, Walt Disney, John the op_era however, each sce q.f•'is
·w . take the following course of Baptist, Gregory P_eck, James _made to expand ... and expi nd;
action: tape the ceremonies, T. Kirk, Dt. Ruth, Batman and the reactions to each reaction
then, when you watch them, you Robin, Fawn Hall, Lucky the are pulled out and displayed ,like can zip through the stupid parts, Dog, Pee Wee Herman, Sumo goods at an auction. But that's
leaving approximately 10% of wrestlers throughout the world, the pleasure of the opera, the
and, of course, Ro~ald Reagan." pleasure of having three hours
the show.
The other reason I wanted to seem like one, watching crazy
· One of the only things 'I cared
an.t ics, and listening to voices
to see was on in the first half see the show was to see Miles
hour of the show. U2 won the Davis, and he was sick and could that set the soul on edge. You
could probalby take a blue pen
award for best rock performance not come.
to half the script of The Barber
· (an · award that would have
GRAM.~ Y, page i8
of Seville, but you'd lose the
·meant a lot' more had-it been
- - - - -- - - -- - ~ - - -- -- - - ~~ - - - - - ~ whole experience.

Nice Move
·
·R obin
\,

PAG!:: SEV.ENTEEN

_NYCOperaS
Bar/Jero/ Seville

· The Barber of Seville is, of
course, the story of Count Almaviva and Rosina and their
struggles against her evil
, guardian who ~ants to marry .
her for himself. The barber,
Figaro (Fi-ga-ro, -Fi-ga -ro, Fi- .·
ga-rooo!), _who along with his
job, .has access to the house,
lends himself to Almaviva for
a certain sum. But first Almwiva wants Rosina to love him
for himself, not for, his position,
so he woos her from the window -The New York City Opera
as the lowly . Lindoro, with "The Barber of Seville" Wed·:; qot-hing to offer her but hip love."~
She . accepts and the plot is s·et Theater.
in motion.
the frivolous humor and famous
melodies.
__ ·~ Figaro (Ron Peo) especially
Figaro tries to outsmart the amuses. His jolly ways and
· guardian, the dirty doctor Bar- illuminating outlook on the
tolo, by disguising Lindoro as world moves around the action
a drunken soldier billeting the -like a hr-i ght lantern. Without
house. It doesn't quite work, him, the opep would still be
Lindoro barely escaping capture funny, but the humor would be
from the police. Then The · much blacker and harder to sit
Count tries dressing as the music through : Peo looks like ·a mimaster apprentice called on to niature Pavarotti; though his
teach Rosina; after an exhaust- voice does not quite that stretch,
ing last scene, Doctor Bartolo it is rich and deep, providing
is fooled and Almaviva and the perfect Figaro.
The Count/ Lindoro (Michael
Rosina are married. A plot
simple as walking to be sure, . Rees Davis) is not quite as
but the three hour format is the impressive vocally, straining
_only .possible way to
off at some notes, but his acting is

- Good Morning Vietnam
Touchstone Pictures
By Beth Jenson and
Arthur Lizie
Robin Williams has finally .
·; •found the right role : After
. carving a niche in American
hearts and living rooms as the
NationalCompany rerformed clever but naive Orkan- Mork,
·Williams -has floundered -for
nesday night in the Johnson
·~:ye'a't~f ri y'iii.g;'to-lnake his jrija.flf ,
on the movies. · He has per formed in one very stimulating
•straight up. the rest of the cast,
movie (1Wosc0w On The Hudincluding Julia Parks as-Rosina,
son), but in many more .he has
Thomas Hammons as Doctor
wasted his talent on boring and
Bartolo, and Philip Skinner as
· stifling roles ( Club Pa-radise,
.Don Basilio, the music master,
Popeye). Times have changed
also acted and sang superbly.
for Robin Williams.
The acting, more than any. In Good Morning Vietnam, Iri Good Morning Vietnam,
thing else, made this opera
Williams plays Adrian Cronauenjoyable. The scenes came al,ive
er, an arqied forces radio disc . Robin Williams flexes his
under the ' lively techniques of
. jockey who arrives in Saigon acting muscles rather than the
the singer-actors, and there was
before the meatiest part of the. muscles he flexed in Popeye.
none of the dredge that is
war and leaves a changed man
, sometimes popularly attributed
in the midst of occupation._ (The Natural) wisest move here
to opera such as big women,
When he was· approached with is giving Williams almost umhands outstretched, singing in
· ; pitches that shatter glass. Rosthe script for the movie, he limited freedom. He allows
remarked "A Vietnam War Williams'. obvious stand-up
j n a, in fact, couldn't have
· weighed over 120. She was
comedy?' I'll 'do :it after I make talent - his ability to say amaz-a musical about the Holocaust." ingly funny things off the top
skinny as a stick.
s~ovi
_(m'aybe he hasn't seen The of his head - to .shine through
6 P_roducers?) He is fantastic in in yisually and lyrically int-rigthe wartime comedy: funny in ' uing DJ raps; in one case, he
the right -places, sensitive in the laments the fact he's not allowed
right places, always entertain- to use the word lesbian on the ·
air (he substitutes "women in
ing.
The plot of the movie is very comfortable shoes"); in another
fundamental: · the rebellious case, he pulls off a hilarious
Cronaur is not the type of Walter Cronkite imnpersona- By Marc A. Manigonian
employee his immediate super- tion -that has the phone lines
I really only need say thre~
ior, a military veteran who alight. ,
things about The Philadelphia
prefers Percy Faith t.o James
Williams is clearly more Story; Hepburn, Stewart, and
Brown, wants in his version of comfortable delivering material Grant. As in Katherine, James,
the armed forces. In spite of this in his own fee form style - not and Cary. What more do you
seemingly trite plot, the movie one handed to him by script want? Three of Hollyw_ood's
_ rises above a predictable Cra- writers. Thrs is nQt to say that · greatest stars in a .sparkling
nauer/ good vs Army /b<!-d for- _ the movie is all chuckles; Wil- witty film, directed by the great
mat by introcucing a higher up Iiams ma.nages to strike a be- George Cukor.
who realizes Cranauer's contri- lievable balance between
The Philadelphia Story is a
bution to troop morale and an . comedy and a darker side; Cro- film co be enjoyed over and over
intriguing love/h_ate plot. While nauer feels powerless to help again. When the term sophis~
not busy alienating his superior friends corrupted and destroyed ti'cated comedy is used (and it
officers, Cranauer befriends· a by the war.
rarely is anymore), this is what
Vietnamese boy and his sister,
Robin Williams has com½ they mean. Qtiite simply, there
teaches an English class (recal- into his · own with Good Morn - · is absolutely nothing to tritic1ze
· ling Harold Ramis' English as ing Vietnam. His dynamic por- about this film, so before J get •
a se.cond lang_u age class - in -trayal of Adrian Cranauer not inci edibly guspy ahd effusive,
Stripes),._ aqd turns · a bori11g · only gives the view~r lots of I will ,just s~y to everyon~ J h~ ·:: _
morning radio show into four ... laughs, but also something more following :/:g.ovsee it, or do n 't
{ ·~.
hours. of fast ;.t alki:rt:g ' f:u,Q\an~~ substantial .w: think-about <ln<· · sho-w your,..:fa Je around here-•r·· . ,_,
-.· , ·•
the way home from the movie a;~y"~ ?re. It·~.';}l'Tth~,;iJ~i:fhl:B:t S·ttrt:..iDi~tifYc'b~-t~
~Fyor Jimmy who ·g ets Kate in The_ P!}iladelph,)f!:
rock and roll.
Director Barry Levinson~ _theater.
day rnght a~;~ :a.nd 9.
Sto_ry?
.'
.
·

Katherine-James --Cary
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Pink S11'atches

flREHOSE: Ed fROMOHIO, Mike Watt, and George Hurley

I

I

! .

,New: flREHOSE And H.R.
example. Since the release of _featured in a Musician magazine
The Unforgettable Fire, they've bass guitarists issue . Neither
-- release.cl enough material tune is on the album, making
through the twelve inch format ·this disc a must for 'HOSE fans.
to scrape together another full The songs don't blow away
length record. Of course, there anything on the album, butthey
H.R.
are extra songs on CDs, too, but are good listening.
''Keep Out Of Reach" 12"
The H .R disc, "Keep Out Of
that's anothtS. sad story.
SST Records ·
SST, hom.e of the Meat Reach,,, is--Je-ss, pleasurable but
Puppets, Gone: and Lawndale does include a jem. The major
By Arthur Lizie
- The late 70s disco error, ah, among other musical luminar- problem with H .R. is the vocals,
era, produced at least one lasting ies, has finally gotten into the an afmoying mix of Liza Minelmonumen t to its excess, the twelve inch market. As can be Ii/cabaret and the grating· style
twelv,e inch dance disc. The expected, they've not gone into of The Rocky Horror Picture
twelve inch first came into the business of servicing the Show. "Keep Out Of Reach" ·is
popularity when record cor:n- dwellers of the disco meat offered in both a studio and live
panies figured out that people .markets, but, as usual, their · format; while ·the studio version
would pay .ridiculous prices to releases, fIREHOSE's "Some- is he.tter left unmentioned. save
hear ten different versions of times" and H.R.'s "Keep Out for some interesting background
their favorite song embellished Of Reach," are designed with vo<;als, the live version, almost
an instrumental, funky at times,
with a few drumbeats added by the fan in mind.
The fIREHOSE disc finds Ed, proves to be worth a listen.
a generic producer. What an
The jem here is "Power Of
Mike, and George in their ever
auspicious beginning.
Approximar~ly ten years after playful and enjoyable form. The Trinity," a stunning jap at heavy
the rise of the Bee Gees and their 'A' side "Sometimes" is taken metal. In the s_ong H .R. poke
ilk, rhe twelve inch aisc- :h<l.s from their latest album "if'n". fun at metal posers both lyrievolved into a viable music It's a poppy Ed fROMOHIO cally, berating both sides of the
configuration. Sure, there are (guitar, vocals) song that really musical religous front . (Stryper
still the discs with nine hundred shows his pop background or, vs. Venom, .for example), and
different versions of the same to paraphrse what Ric Dube musically, with ridiculous solos
now some r~cords also · remarked when so eloquently and absurd rhythms. A fun tune.
song,
contarn unreleased Jems from reviewing the album it could - Does this mean Dick Clark
__ will be welcoming fIREHOSE
'
major artists. Admittedly, the ___be Squeeze.
While the first side is decid- and H.R. · into th~_j_iving living
record companies don't release
the new songs out of the kind- edly an Ed side, the 'B' side, "She - room discos of teens acroos
n~ss of their hearts, But if you're Paints Pictures" and "Rhvmin' America? Rather unlikely. Does
into. a ba?d and th~ LP is Sp_eilin' ," is 1:1ost definitely a it mean that there's more FIRE. ":'eanng thi?,.a twelve rnch can - Mike Watt side. Both songs HOSE and H.R. music for their
lift the .sptrtts. Take U2 for showcase his bass skills recently fans to enjoy? Yes .

fIREHOSE
"Sometimes" 12"
' SST Records

Sn.atches of Pink
Send In The ClownsDqg Gone Records
By Brendan _Gle,~s~n
"Remember when rock and
roll had no meaning, no mes sage, nothing but pure fun? It
was Fun Rock!" Well, whoever
came up with that commercial
( that line is from a commercial)
evidently had not hea.rd of
Snatches of Pink, orSend in the
Clowns, their debut album because if they had, they would
not have been so quick to
d.i smiss the· present. Snatches
of Pink play by their own rules,
the rules of the garage. It is not
· so important that all the instruments be tuned to each other,
just so long as everyone gets a
·
chance to sing.
Which is nor to say that
Snatches of Pink have not
produced a fine album. It was
their first trip into a recordipg
s-tudio, and they have managed
to · maintain their easygoing
attitude without sounding like
musical slo_bs. They did not let
the studio intimidate them, but
rather, maybe after a few beers,
let loose with some very energetic so~gs that immediately
evoke images of smoky bars full
of guys with ·cAT baseball hats
and flannel shirts pounding
beers while women weave their
way through the crowd slapping
·
away wandering hands.
But Snatches of Pink have the
potential for much broader
appeal. Their music is so fun -

darpental that anyone with any
kirid of interest in rock would
find something to like. In "Time
.Done Gone" they have -a beautiful Southern ballad that is as
good as anything Tom Petty
could have done (Singer Andy
McMillan is a dead ringer for
Petty on this song). But the band
does not want the listener to
ge.t the impression that they
plan to build their career on such
· mellow songs, for McMillan ca'n ,
be heard saying as the song fades
out, "I ain't going to do that shit
again)" Judging from the song,
it is to b« hoped that he changes
· his mind.'
The ten other songs on Send
in- the Clowns are all rockers-,
and they manage, perhaps
through their inexperience in
the ways of the music trade, to
keep .them all sounding original,
something most of their fellow
Southerners seldom do . "Cle mentine" is a rollicking remake
of the more famous folk song
"Oh My Darling Clementine"
and does a ge)Od job of updating
this classic for: the 80's listener. ·
Send in the Clowns is a fun
album (capital "F") for the
Eighties. Years from now T.V.
commercials will be saying,
· "Remember when rock and roll
had a mes~age, a meaning, none
of that pure fun? It was Con science Rock!" Snatches of Pink may not be remembered then,
but for those seeking a rest for
their conscience and some music
to get drunk to, this will do fine
for the present.
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(continued from page 17)
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.Chur ch Rege nera te Starft fh
The Church
Starfish
Arista Records

v

By Dave Osterkamp.
Did you ever notice how some
bands can put out a really good
record, wait a couple of years,
·then release a follow-up that
could further embarass Jim and
Tammy Bakker or even put Styx
to shame? If you're a fan of The
. Church, then fear not, for the
· Aussie foursome are not afflicted with this disease; they have
reemerged on the music scene
with a fine new LP, Starfis_h.
Starfish differs in several
ways from the band's last album,
1985-'s Heyday. First, the band

Money 10 and the verbally abusive The Gramm·ies: Dan Rather showed up. So did Buster
has switch~d labels, from
·
"Repti'le."
Warner Bros. to Arista. Second. Poindexter, pictured here ~et ~ing the last laugh on ol' pal
keyalbum
the
ly, they picked up not one, but . Throughout
two. brand-spanking new pro- boards are used to create some
Bill Murray
ducers, Greg Ladanyi and Waddy . sedate mements, but the synths
of
Watchel (Waddy?!?) The band's don't intrude on the domain
Los Lobos performed La Bam- where Out There"), but for once,
three year hiatus seems to have th!= tw.i n guitars of Peter Koppes ba, thus unofficially marking_ Burt Bacharach didn't write it.
Jackie Mason succeeded in
been well spent. The lyrics here and Marty Wilson-Piper. The the 8 trillionth time I have heard
offending Jew and Gentile, black
aren't n~arly as gloomy as on guitars have a relatively clean that song since las _t summer.
- Heyday (Remember "A run- sound, unlike some of the disCab Calloway, who has to be and white. At least he isn't
down fu~ur~ let me down/ Now torted string slinging found on at least 116 (I've been told a prejudiced.
Little Richard, God fove him
· everythtng s a complete uncu- ·, Heyday. Drummer Richard million times not to exagger~li1;1g hum~n t~.agedy" from Ploog and _K ilbey keep _ ~he ate), stole the show with an .(and_him love God), actually
rhythm ·steady while Kilbey's
- Night of .Light? You must.) .
incredibly energetic version of called himself a ' '. brown Jew
_The Church, led by ,Steve- -voICe (sounding reminiscent of "Minnie the Moo<;:her," com- from Georgia," capping a
Ktlbey on vocals and bass, have Hoodoo Gurus' inimitable Dave plete with Hi-De-Ho's. The · banner evening fo,r blacks and
·
· create~ a sound that can be er~ily Faulkner) bring the whole thing extremely talented ·Michael Jews alike.
Michael Jackson beamed
· haun~!ng, ~s o_n t~e ope011:1g together into a great sounding Brecker and David Sanborn
track Destrnatton, or heartily record which makes the wait group performed, but it was lost down for the show, but some
of his face got left back on the
• rocking, as on both "Blood between albums worthwhile.
in the horrible mix.
Lou Reed played a heavily spaceship.
The BAD One was also fea edited 'Walk on the Wild Side."
He must really be sick of that tured in a four part series of
song. · He should have shook /Pepsi commercials. Personally,
everybody up and p·l-ayed "He- _I was waiting for part five : Paul
roin" or something, so we could McCartney pushes Michael unhave seen the academy execu-. der a steamrol1er and regains
control of his songs ..
tives pass out en Masse.
Nothing surprises me any, Why, in God's name, was Dan
from the academy that has
more
-Rather there?
The only silence of the Qight heaped honors on Toto, Chriscame during· Suzanne Vega's topher Cross, and A-ha.
So when are they finally going
breathtaking acoustic perfor_. to recognize Styx with a life
·
, mance of "Luka.''
Cliche-ridden glitch was again achievement award? Have they
awarded best ~ong ("Some - · not been slighted long ~nough?
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STU DEN T BO DY PRE SIDE NT ·
AND

EXE CUT IVE V·I CE PRE SIDE NT .
FOR ~1988-89 ..
1

ARE AVAILABLE IN THE STUD ENT
SENATE OFFICE
Room 130, MUB
.· · For more inform ation call 862-1494
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MOT,HER _GOOSE· & ·GRIMM

We'd·like to .introduce
vou to the newest
spokesman for .the
American Heart
·Association. ·

by Mike Peters ·

Just as soon as
he's born~

M~ WALLET,

SOM6S0t>~
COPPE:t> M~
WALLer.,,

The same baby who, ten yer . r s
ago, wouldn'.t have lived to
• .
'\speak his first word. But
now doctors CHn look
• •
inside the hearts of
babies,
unborn
• • •
tect disorders and
•
correct them
~t birth.
Thanks to
research, .

de-r

by Berke Breat hed

.BL~M COUN TY

~:~~~h-:y, ( • .•

')al
norm
life.

HO/.{) tr/ Mllf?le
NOT 05MONIJ I/NI? W8fJI!
·8/XJN€ JtJST WCKlfJ
A
.
1HINfl. IN 10 5/N& .
""I AM WO,WW ~f

~

•

• • •

American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

-I

(JJt Jeff MacNel/jt

SHOE·
What kind of music
did !he ~loni£tG enjoy?

History Quiz~

Woodsy Owl says
· Injuries Hurt!

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
· Farese Service, U S.D.A. fll

olor
mC
35m
Prints and · ,

B.y Doug Marlet te ·

KUDZU

Slides ·
frcimthe
same roll

L. "'fHE PA1'1ENTS

'KE COM\NG AL.O

u-ni=uLLY-···

.. '

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Koclak's profes•: sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same film-with
' the same fine grain and rich color saturation'.Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide
exposure latitude is perfect for everyday shots.
You can capture special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. What's
more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle
FilmWorks lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll ..
c 1987 SFW
Try this remarkable film today!
.

,---------------• FREI: lntmductory Offer

_.)

Calvin and Hobbes
.Y>.PWllNGGG!
rrs CAL\J\~, ™~ \4\JMt\t-.l
L\G\..\T Pf\RTICLE !

I D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak
I W ~Im for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll

by Bill Watterson

It-.\ 1\-\E BL\~\<. or M~ £."{£,
\.\E'S \bS,000 M\LES f\~f\'{!

~

NOTl4\NG IN T\-\E 1J~\\JERSE
\S Ff\51£R 1\-\fl..\\\ CAL\J\N !
~

s-.aiter pack including F.astman 524 7® and

I, ·5294.® Enclosed is $2 for pestage and handling•
2471
' I 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
.
.

I

I

NAME

'1

I

, Cl

ADDRESS

ZIP .
STATE
I CITY
I Mail to: Seattle FtlmWorks, 5,00 3rd Ave; W.
·
Bo;x 34056, Seattle, WA 98124
I P.O.
Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are trademarks of Easanan Kodak Co. Seartle

.. ~=
I

.

©1988 Universal Press Syndicate

-

FilmWorks is wholly separate from the manufacturer. Process ECN-11
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:it~r~i~r;:d.;at~li~~t;o.i.;r~.- • •

. ~ lecture by Professor Marilyn _Gaddis Rose .
Director of the Genter for Research on
Interpretation and Translation .
ahd Professo·r of Gomparitive Literature ,
SUNY -Binghamton

"·

Responsibilities include ·supervision .a nd organization· of
a student staff to run a 1750 watf FM stereo station. No
radio experience is -necessary - there will be a compensated\
training period this semester.
·
·
If you ate responsible, have good organizational skills,, ar:id
would· like to -be part of a progressive broadcast organization
while gaining valuable experience, you are ·encouraged to
pick up -a n application at our studios in Room 140 of the

MUB.\
·. · .. "
·

.• \

..:~ . .

. _c

... ..

·,

_March 9, 1988 - 4:30pm
_·21 O Horto~ So=iafScieoce q n·ter:
1

pre-lecture reception: 209 Murkland Hall, J.;.4pm .

Prof~ssor Rose ·will be availabl:e to discuss graduate
programs and. careers
in trans]ation and interpretation at this reception

'

for 111ore inforfTlation contact

•

·"

LAURA .TRACE, GM 862-2541 -

\. \. ' \.

.

D\ea·_d
,. li\ne- 'M\arch_9\th ,\

...

Th is event , arrang ed by th e Falculty Semin~.r on. Foreign
·:,!: .

C!

Cllliultures and the Departm ent of Fren c h and Italian , .has
been ·made possible by grant from ·

UNH HUMANITIES CENTER

'i

I
I

* SHUTTLE ROUTES AND SCHEDULE*
7 am to 11 pm

* 6 Runs Per Hoo_r *

INNER

.A:Lot
·1-Ha11 ·
· Het;zel
-C-Lot ~WSBE
Mitche11Way 1
Parsons
James Hall
A-Lot

:00

·01
:02
·04 ·

·05
:06

·QZ
:08

:09

:10
:11
:12
:14
:15
:16
:17
:18

:20
:21
:22
:24
:25
:26
:27
:28

:30
:31
:32,
:34
:35
:36
:37

:19

:29

:39

:3~

:40
:41
:42
:44
:45
:46 \I
,I
:47 ,
:48
,:49

:50
:51
:52
:54
:55
:56
:57
:58
.:59

U AV l::i

UAC

~

it.~:~ . . .. :
LEAVITT ,
SER VICE
CENTER

'

(
- )
PETT
--HAL
FIELD HOUSEST ADIUM

Ill\

,
I

MES

.
THOMPSON
' HALL

·
:;:::;:
MUB

JLJM!JIPW
NEW Outer Route ScheduleSee Tuesday's Paper

~_!
•

INNER ROUTE
INNER ROUT E ST OPS

WILLIM1SON HALL

1_1
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Restaurant&Tavern
¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ~¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ~!1·
.•·¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥
_____:- --~- ---:~ ---- ~-- -·- ---- ---- --:\:
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Bu y On e Ge t On e Fre e Cou pon !

. My ste ry C9 upo n! :

\II,

Buy one sand wich , burg er or entr ee and
get a seco nd (lower pric ed) ione .·free .
Offe r goo d fr.:o m Feb . 22 -._Feb . 26, 1988.
llam .-9n m

goo d from 9pm - 12a m ·_
.
Feb . 22 - Feb . ,27, 1988
Ask you r waitr~ss for details

. -1 .

I·
I

~----------------------~---~
-----------------~
---¥--!•
¥¥
¥¥
¥¥
¥¥¥ ¥¥~ ¥¥¥ ¥¥¥ ¥¥¥ ¥•¥ ¥-¥ ¥¥¥ ¥¥¥ ¥¥¥ ¥¥,¥ ¥¥ ¥¥

'NOW ·OPEN!'

i
!
!

-

{D on' t mis $ our int rod uct ory cou pon s!)

11f~

.

.

Gl or y Da ze Re sta ur an t & Ta ve rn
is so me th in g ne w & di ffe re nt -_·
•

\

1

.

A Bl as t·f ro m th e Pa st!
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UniV0rsf
by Robert Durling

Jumpin'J ·kt

) .

I

FREAKER P;:•

by Michael F. Dow~

1,

PA-r o8ER1SOlv AlvD~

,-.-

1H€

°1'1-lt 13\LLS FAA> •.·.

PA-rR1or. ..

,r :c-----·- - - - - - - -....

:T/tCJ<. K£mP BIJ1i"L€
our roR 'Tri€ I-IEAl?rS · · C,OPDA fY\ CO~GRESS
AlvD ./"Y)IA./l)S o,C r11c O i'/JN{, 11-IE HAtJl)S 0~
'"R/61/T w11V6"0r 17/E ~ 1H~ PRtS\'t>£N(t.urn➔ .·
-rnEIR 6oDOArn LAWS/!
'F7ARrY 11
Pl<fSS
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CLASSIFIED
"EARN $500 - 1000 MONTHLY, PART TIME, FLEXIBLE HOURS GUARANTEED
NOT TO INTERFERE WITH SCHOOLWORK OR PRESENT JOB. CALL 43J1632.

FOR SALE: 1976 Volvo 245 GT 5 speed,
OD, Rare Volvo Gague Package, Many New
Parts, Well Taken Care of. Must Be Seen
And Driven $2000.00 or Best Offer 3351499.
In Dover, centrally located near Kari Van
- One 3 Bedroom and one 4 be.droom' - · FOR SALE: 1980 TOYOTA CORON.
Living room, Kitchen and bath - Available NEEDS SOME BODY WORK BUT ENGINE
Juhe 1st. Lease required, No Pets. Call IN GOOD SHAPE. $1?00. CALL 868-H300
DAYS: 742 .,,6843 EVE$.
742-7908 between 7 & 9 p.m .
····--· ·-·--·---· ...
Maz.da RX-7 '7-9. Red : Gohd_ C_ondition.
Dover - a very nice room. Quiet residential
$3900 or B.O. Call 332 -7938. Ke.ep trying. .

FREE GRE SEMINARS Call 603-772-2242
for a schedule.

~ -What

Safe Rides
' 862-1414
10 pm-2 am
Fri. and Sat.
~ - - - - -- - - - - -

are you doing this .summer? Does
the thought of looking fo, a summer job
make you uptight and nervous? Why not
come to the SUMMER JOB _FAIR held
Monday March 7 1 O a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
MUB .Grahite State Room.
Get a Head Start on your summer job
search. Come talk -to em-players from
·
businesses, hospitals, resorts, summer

: :~: : : ~:~;: :':~~:~:,: : e: ·~1,~~~:~;i',:E:,: ~::~i! ,~:~,::~ .·c g, ~1.- I:'\,. 2~;§~~~~Z~£r~I: ~~::
~------------

9

least one space avail. 14x20. Awe-some ·
for one, perfect for two. Call Chuck after
5. 868-3709.
Two rooms for rent (immediately) - large
house, Dover. Own room(s) . Large kitchen ,
living area. Washer/ dryer. Utilities included
$250/rnonth Please call 743-3118.

---- -- - . ~ ., ·_ : ::,t~: ... members y,;ill take pi'ace•~~·-~u·nday, March
.
rear de'f., brand new engine, runs great,
$.1500 o_r bo Call anytime 868~6139 - leave What is ,8b.UE CIR~LE, anyways. It's ·a;,;):/':>'6l\:i .a,t 7 prri, in McConne"il,314. Please pick
. ~- --· · - - - - 9roup of anyone a_nd everyone who would , ··; up a list of"the applicant'&-9riteria in our
message.
th
IBM PC jr. with Epson printer plus software. like to have .-mput into e OUTING CLUB. · · Student Activities mailbox to~ay!
•,
··
$1 000 or , b.o. If interested Call Scott Mo nd ay nights-'6:00- p.m in the outing c~ub .
• offi¢~. roQm 1~9 ML)B.
'
Woodward'at 862-4247.
COLORADO! One -way plane ticket from
Boston to Denver. Depart March 17. $100
868 -1850 or 862-1351. Chris.

Individuals -to colle_ct Petitions For Liberation Party. Price Rate of .30(!; each F_rom
Registered Voters in N.H. Materials and
Training Supplied. Howard Wilsm'l 735-

1979 Mercury Zephyr, good c;:ondition, new
snow tires, gas tank, brakes, commuter
mileagf) 75,000. Need money fast. Only
Melody 659-6534.

5427.
Department of Public Works- Employmees
wanted to assist in genera): public works
maintenence and construction projects
for the. summer in the following departme11ts: Highway Department, Builkings and
Grounds, Wastewater Treatment Facility.
Must be available for the entire summerMay 23rd or earlier through August 26t~
and must be 18 years of age. Rate:
$6.50/hr. Applications Available at the
Durham Town Office, Dept. of Public Works
through April 22, 1988. The Towm of ·
Durham is an Affirmative action/ Equal
opportunity Employer.

~sq.
T1cke! now available to CANCUN with UNH
ski club rd. trip airfare with beach front
accomodati0ns. Picture·yourself on the
beach, drink in hand, toes in sand, with
friends : If interested, contact Rachel at
868-3870 (9669)

Ocean Front CCJndo on Virginia Beach only a 10 hour drive- Health Cl·ub over ·1ooking the ocean - fully equipped kitchenit sleeps four- your door is just 2 steps from
the sand' $450 or best offer. Call 868-5752
for more info.

Needed: transportation planning_intern.
Civil engineering Community development.
Manual collection of traffic volume data,
entry of data into computerized format.
$6.00/hr. Sem,11 and/CJr summer. Call Field
experience 862-1184. Job# 87272.

New England Brother/Sister Camps (Mass) Mah-Kee-Nae for Soys/Danbee
for Girls. Counselor positions for Program
- - - - - - - - · -- ·------ - · Apple II Computer with Software. Screen,
Specialists: All Team Sports, especially
Disk Drive and Dos 3.3. Great for kids Call
Baseball, Basketball, Field Hockey, Soccer,
868-2730.
and Volleyball; 25 Tennis openings; also
For ·s-a1e Min ialure · wasnenin-d- dry-e-r - A-rnl9ery ,- Riflery- and Biking, other openin§s
include Performing Arts, Fine Arts, Year. Simpi'e to roll away into a closet and easy
book, Photography, Video, Cooking, Sewhook up to sink. $125.00 or B_.O. Contact
_ )"().g__Rollerskating, Rocketry, Ropes, and
!".'1._ar_yJo at 659-2499.
., Camp Craft; All Waterfront activities
For Sale ntlnault Fuego 1983 Black Exterior
(Swimming, Skiing, S.mall Craft). Inquire
SPORTY Best offer 603- 431: 82 ~ 1
Action Camping (Boys) 190 Linden Ave.,
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028; (Girls) 44 Center
ANYONE willing to sell the.ir current yellow
parking permit for $30?? Call Melanie 332° , Grove Road,. H-21, Randolph, NJ 07869.
Phone (Boys) 201-429-8522; (Girls) 201~~9_- or ieave a message. , . ____
Must Sell 111 Round Trip Ticket to San ·_ 328-2727.

Get A Job! Business admin, sales, civil
engineering, ASSIST in development and

Francisco. March 11th-18th. Bought for ·
$340- will sell for $295 or best offer. Call _ Summer exterior painting help, memonai
day to labor day, experience preferred,
439-154_3_. _ _ _
~ar_~~- Evenings at (207)_
40 hrs/week, must be able to climb 24 feet. · wanted May 15 - companion with elderly
'85 T-Bird High Milage, (80k) Low price,
woman. In o·urham. salary, room and board.
Dover area. Call 742-7715.
Great c-ar, Excellent Co ' j•tion, Runs
Lignt housekeeping duties. Inquire mornDeFr0st
Rear
Stere!
AM-FM
Air,
Perfectly.
,Earn up to $5,000 this school year man- ings room 319 James Hall. .
$4850 Call 659-5932.
aging on Campus Marketirrg programs for
·voGEL'S Hallmark, Fox Run. 10-12 h_rs/wk,
top National Companies. Flexible Part Time
HAMPSTER! Really cute, co111es W lll\ L.;ct~!:'3.80 - 4 .- 00/hr. lmmed. and SUMMER
house, shavings, food the works. 1V1cist Sell -- hours. Must be a Junior, Senior or Grad.
employment. Nice working conditions-.
Studen,t. ·call Randi or Dee at (800) 592Allergic Reaction- Call ChristaJ or Michele
MRS. PA TRICK 431-8805.
- - - - - -2121.
@ 862-.4226 BEST OFFER.

.••
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IF PHY THEN PSY--Montreal had better
watch outl The 4 drinking buddies (plus
1 honorary member) are on their way. Get
psyched. -Love you guys 2 - KM
Debbie D., Since you are my favorite .AD
ASS , I'm not going to let your torments
bother me. Don't worry, you are _not alone
with your jealousy, and skin cancer is good
~ ~e right? -Redhead

b-

Sorry I missed the villager, but the fern ,
is closer to the BIG MAC- U

Sate Rides
862 -1414
10pm- 2am
Fri and Sat

Hey all you dd counselors, come join Kathy
R, ·and us in reading the theme this Wed.
March 9, at NINE (STEIN) o'clock! We'd
love to see ya! Be there or be square' the 1988 EXECS
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-jusgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing -ct:111
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH. 8623823.

--------'-- -- - - -

"THANKYOU" to everyone who made my
21st the best. Friends like you are GREAT!
Love you, Marcy

Mortar Boarders, Elections of new
members will take place on Sunday, March
6th at 7 pm in McConnell 314. Please-pick
up a list of the applicant's criteria in our
Student Activities mailbox today!
PRIVATE BRIGHTWELL- "Lookin pretty
·
in pink"- The hairrlryer maniac. ·
RICH, DUNDEE, DONSTER, ED, DAVE,
TIM, ALLISON, AND SHARON (the loner)Awesome trip! We are all snow shoeing

Tickets now available to CANCUN with'
UNH Ski Club- round trip arifare'with beach
tront accomodatiorrs. Pie.tu re yourself ori'
the beach, drink in hand, toes in sand, with
friends. If interested , contact Rachel al
868-3870 (-9669)
HI WEASEL.Thought you might miss seeing
your name in print. Nice jacket you've got
·
therel

THE FAR SIDE

Colleen, I may be 'RED qnd burnt now, but
I'm sure I'm not as red in the face as you
~~ today. Sig Ep REDHEAD
Colleen- do you STILL love us? We hope
so. 2nd floor
To Renee a"nd Steve (from Durham House
. of Pizza) I hope you accepi my sine.ere
apology. Thanks for being good sports.
Debbie (TNH)
Eric- where have you been? I don't know
a Joe from SAE' There's a gr.eat view.of
T-Hall. stop by and see it soonl ·
Andrea- Meet. me under the Van Halen
guitar at Glory Daze for happy hour Friday.
A. Phillips- You look good in that new jacket
caddy, and it's not the golf plaid one! Pledge
IT'S NOT HOW YOU HIKE, IT'S HOW YOU
LOGK.
Parke. When did they start letting .you put
personals in the paper? Cut it outl
GREAT MINDS THINK OF LE·ATHER.
Dave- remember that I owe you for the
granola th·ingl Just~ask Tim- he knows I
can be dangerousi Take care and watch
out 1 Oh yeah, don't forget to study a little
t.oo ... ev!;)n thoug,h it's more fun to play
BAXITBALL i~ my room! Bye . .
Many people come to me and they say HEY.
How can you be such a swinging sex
GOO?I
Hi Rich the RA- SMILE!
New Outler Sht:Jttle Route - effective
Monday March 7. Does not affect Inner
arking Permits Available
Route. 250 New P_
-· contact Public Safety. For more infora_pe_r_._ _ _ __
~nation see Tue_s_d_a_y_s_p_
DSS lt6 - would like to c_ome join me for
some Asti Sp,umante, and then maybe I
could dress up like a nun and feed you
cGmmuMi0n and then ...

By GARY LARSON

.

•
•
NERO$ ANON-YHOUSt
•
W~VC,(,<,!
••
•
.

If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you migt")t be at risk for AIDS .
For free, anoriymotis and non-judgmental ·
antibody testing and/ or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862
-'.18:?3

Jazz- I would like to talk v,;ith, ' possible
exchangeJecords or tapes with other Faus.
~all John at_x4417, 224-8528 nights.

,Chris- You're a friend for all seasons. We'll
always be friends and keep in touch forever.
Love, Paula

maintenance of marketing programs.
experts nowl Rich, Dundee.and Sharon Strong Computer skills: Competetive pay
Jrs. Summer 88, I, II of 88 _89 _Job# 87275 _ good luck over spring break- may you never
1
_C_A_L_L_F_ie_ld_E_x,_pe_r_ie_n_c_e_8_6_2_-1_1_8:._4_._ _ _ · , ~a-~~ to eat ·froz~~a_ag_ai_n_ _ __ _
contestlimbo
a
T.M. - I challenge you to
KTS Technical Services needs .student,
under the rug1 I'll beat ya, but you have
preferably with own transportation, to
to find me first. (and you belle keep an eye
perform preventative maintenance on
.~ -your girl scout cookies ... ),
typewriters and computers on campus and
in local area. Will train. Call 436s0930 for · BRADLEY OF HALL HOUSE- Hil Have a
~nderful dayl Love, L
intervriew.

0

CANCUN FOR BREAK!'! That's the answer
to your Spring break blues. If interested,
~ -~tact Rachel at 868-3870 (9669)

If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For 1ree,
anonymous and non-judgmental AIDS
antibody counseling and/ or testing cali
the office of Health Education and Promotion. Health Services Center, UNH. 862--3823. -

-t( Scared and think you're pregnant? We care.
•

Call us for _free confidential testing and
749-4441. Appointments and

i' counsel.

****************

walk -ins welcome. Seacoast Crisis Preg- ·
nancy Center, 90 Washington St, Dover.
Hours 10-4 Monday-Friday.

-

-

f

·····--·-----

If you ri~~~ had a,blood ;;;nsfusi~~--;twe-;~
1975 3nd 198 5, vou might be at risk for

iE-word Association)
(603) 669-6447
W0rd ProcesSlng,. ~l.ng. Transcript10Il

·Dufh~,-,~ew -~~mpshlre

AIDS For free and anonymous AIDS
; ant1borJy 00useling a!ld/ or testing ·call the
ofhcf::! i ~ Health Education and Promotion,
Ht:; " ,,, -:,erv,ces Center, UNH .. 862-3823.

.---

If you nave used I.V. drugs and shared
need :e.: s since 1978, you might be at risk
! for AIDS. For.free, anonymous, and non judgmental AIDS antibody couseling

'. ~~~~~;o~:~~gp~:~~~~t~i~=lt~f te~~i~: .

=====:::::;====:ii ~enter UNH. 862-3823.
~==:::::;:=.=:;;:;===;::;:;;::;:==•==
.
('

-

..

----
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Deer vandals

1,\ . /~ '"' ' 1' _-l f I -' i· • 1
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W.Hock ey Fri 7:00 (at NU) Providen cei ·

I

,~ Skiing Fri-Sat UNI-I Carnival

!he New Hampshire

.

_

.
.
.
is looking for dynamic an
d motivated people
for these positions: .
.
• ddVt ~t·s·
·- 1 mg assuuate
- • graphic assistants
• photographers ~
• reporters
• production assistants
.
d
•
.
-a~ _many other positionsPll'Up
·
f
1cat10ns in Rm J"I . h- M
. app
- N o .exp
· - necessary · - mt e UB
enence
•
Compensated positions I

·.i M.H~op

I

Sat 7:30 at Vermon t

·II Wrestling Sat (at PSC) New Englaflds i
· I M.Track Sat (at Princeto n) IC4A's
! W.Track Sat-Sun (at Yale) ECAC's

i -': .,. _

Gymnastics $un 7:00 Towson

·. I"'_ ,.,~

.

I
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p-=: Thielen ~

,. ~~ ~~/de•~;l ;;;;: ::'u:s~~~;.f~~i':i ~~~. ~im as "Freshman of the .~ffci~~ ; '?~.~ /;(xo~~:,:! ~s'~: - ~~~~.;1/~efgc;:; ~~~~~~~ugh a

(continued from page 28)

0

says about the smooth shooting
forward who has connected on
field goals this
and blocked shms, and i~ third 10 three-point
season.
in scoring (10.1 per game). In
. "Not only that, but he has the
face, Thielen ranks no lower
luxury of being able to
add~d
than .third in any offensive
ball to the floor and then
the
put
category.
has good offensive
He
shoot.
"UNH didn't recruit me until
late in the .year," says Th.ielen. · variety." Friel said.
Thielen admits to being "a
"Plymouth State had offered me
something, ·but it wasn't much bit oveovhelmed" at the
place in the
because they are a Division III thought of h-is
opening night,
school. Maine was the school starting unit on
that his debut
that recruited me the most, but but he rea lized
successful if he
by the time they made me a . would be more
out of his
scholarship offer I had already could put this feeling
' mind. "It was something that
committed to UNH."
Thielen admits that he didn't I thought I could do, so I just
and be comfortawant to go to school in Maine tried to relax said.
Thielen
ble,"
any~ay, and it's no surprise that
Thielen was doing just that
Thielen, who exudes an air of
his first game as a Wildcat.
in
confidence both on and off the
than one half of play, and
less
In
court, turned an uncertain sihe was forced out of the'
before
realfhe
tuation at UNH into
with a serious ankle
game
ization -of a goal that he had set
he had registered 10
sprain,
Division
play
for himself--to
-7 rebounds. He
and
points
I college baske~ball.
three games
"The key to being good is would miss the next
weeks of _
two
.next
the
arid
having confidence in what you
he remembers
can do," says Thielen, who practice and
could maintain
credits his high school team- wondering if he
that got him to
mate and twin brother for the cohfidence
he was while he sat on
giving him the inspiration and where
motivation that he needed to the sidelines.
. · "It was a difficult time and
fulfill his goal.
"I knew I wanted to play at it took me a while to come..hack
a Divis.ion I school and I was but I hung rough thrmrgn1t all/
says Thielen, who failed to reach
confident that I could do it."
Confidence is Thielen's best double figures in points or
ally. He projects~it on the court rebounds in the four games
·
and in conversation, so much following his return.
of
point
low
the
was
This
'
that it borders on cockiness. But
was
he
and
season-,
Thielen's
,comes
it
Instead,
quite.
nor
across as a belief in his abilities n:iore than anxious to put the
a reliance on his goals, arid a~ first month and a half behind
expectation that he will fulfuill him. Determined to regain the
them. Anything less will not level of play that landed him
a star_ting job, Thielen put
·
satisfy .. ·
It didn't take long for Thielen t,og~_t~~r_ a week (four games)
to accustom himself to college in which he registered SO-points,
baskerha.11, and by the time the 34 rebounds, and his first careet:'
preseason ended in late October, double-double ( double figures
he had worked himself into the in points and rebounds in a
single game). The ECAC North
srar~ing~lineup.
"Eric impressed us ri_ght away Atlantic Conference coaches _

.w.:,.v-·m::: x

W inneS . . . . .... J..·.:-:-c

5

Also included in chis four- tw,o_ gan:ies aga_rnst league_- · Earning a scholarship is
game · stretch was the Wildcats' legdmg Siena, Thielen collected ,-- another goal chat Thielen has
first viccor·y, a 60-59 win ove~ two double-doubles (giving him set for himself. Given his record
Canisius in which Thielen con- four on the year). His 15 re- in the. past and the long-shot .
tributed 14 p.oints, 7 rebounds, bounds on Febr1:1ary t_he 17th success he has enjoyed in his
and the margin of victory with stand~ as a tear:n high this season , inaugural season, there seems
.. _and his ?4 po!nts l~st Saturday, _to be no doubt that chat is exactly
a buzzer beatiqg,ium_p shot.
Losing is something that also against Siena, is a personat what Thielen will do.
ac h
Thielen never experienced best. For the second rim~, Thiel- ~.c
much of in high school, and he en was named "Freshman of the '
isquicktopointoutthathe's Week."
Despite their losing record.,
had enough of it in _his one
the Wildcats have been involved
season q! college ball.
'Tm sick of-losing right now. in many close games this season,
In high school, our teams always and Friel is pleased to see that
had records like 17-3 or 18-2," -Thielen is the player who is
says Thielen, who led his Way- taking over when the game is
land High team to che Massa- on the line.
"Every team has to have
chusetts state sectional final in
his· senior year. It's tough to take - someone to take over-in crunch · · By Gary Bowser
The UNH Men's Swim Team
and I really can't learn to accept ·time. You wait for someone to
takethatbigshot,andlatelyEric traveled to the University of
_
it.
Losing is j~st one o(the many has been that player, he has Rhode Island over the weekend
things that Thielen has had to shown signs of taking over," , of February 25-27, to compete
in the New England Intercolget used to in making the says Friel.
legiate Swimming and Diving
adjustment from Wayland High _ Thielen says he is trying to
•
School to the University of New prove himself on the court, if Clraµipionships.
The meet began on a high
Hampshire. He says that college not for this season then for for
note as the relay team of Jerry ·
is much different than high the next three. Thielen is opBailey, Brian . Kablik, Gary
school and on€ of his most timistic about the future of
Bowser, and senior tri-captain,
valuable lessof1$_ has been learn- UNH basketball and knowing
Eric Andrew set a school record
ing to live up to his capabilities. that Thielen will be around for
"Coach Friel has certain ex- three more years, Friel is sim-- of 1 :42.64 in the 200 · yard
medley relay.
pectations for everyone, and you ilarly optimistic.
Immediately following, Josh
"He can.have an outstanding
have to learn to live up to what
Kay·recorded a personal best
he thinks are your capabilities," three more years if he makes
in the 500 yard freestyle going
says Thielen, remembering a a total commitmen~ to working
t.i me when he admittedly was on his defensive and lateral under the five minute .barrier,
finishing with a 4:59.88. This,
doing less than what .Friel quickness," says Friel.
"He has !O strengthen his legs kept the team on an emotional
expected of him.
"There was a time earlier in and upper-body so that he can high throughout the weekend.
Freshman sensation Bailey
the season when I lost my play with the bigger athletes
concentration," Thielen says he'll be facing. Teams are going and Senior tri-captain Doug
Gcfrdan led the team, pfacing
in reference to two mid-season to key on him."
Thielen's performance this within the top eight in all three
games against Northeastern and
Colgate. '!I missed a couple of , . s'eason will most likely earn him of their individual events.
Bailey won the 400 Individual
shots I should have made and 'a scholarship for the forthcomthen I was afraid to sh~ot again. ing year. There has already been . Medley and took third in the
1650 yard freestyle, shattering
Coach Friel took me out of the · discussions concerning th~ avail-'
game and the guys that went in ability of scholarship money for · both school records going
4:10.10 and 16:37.31 respective,
really did well, I guess I was just Thielen.
"I think that it will make me ly. J½ also placed sixth in the
having an off game."
Lately, there haven't been work harder in the off-season," · 200 yard backs.troke. Gordon
many off games for Thielen. He says Thielen, who hopes to tone paced the Wildcars.,~ith two
ha~ averaged hetter than 17 __ h_is ~00 pound body toa more _ eighth place fini?hes in .the 100
1

Sw,·m

\

I

team

success

of size with great stickhandli~g
skills and skating ability. He is
one of the few Wildcats that
(continued froni page 2~) "will mix it up" with anyone.
Winnes agreed. "Mac is real
Winnes resides in Ridgefield
with his dad, Richard, \\'ho Chris strong and fast, his is a definite /
labels "My biggest influence". . plus for the team." Plasvic is
Winnes starred at th~ local high , . just a great all around defensemen expected to go high in
school before prepping at Noi;ththe draft this year.
wood, the same school sopho"Hop~fully we will be able
more David Aiken attended.
Northwood is known for pro- to turn it around just like Maine
ducing top-notch_division one did," Winnes said with an
encouraging tone.
• players.
- While that may be a far cry,
- Upon graduating, Chris had
to choose from a host of division Winnes intends to do all he can
. one schools ·interested in his in the off~season to improve his
services . .Among them were own game. Last summer
teams in the CCHA; WCHA, Winnes drove four hours round
ECAC and Hockey East leagues. trip just to play in a competitive
"I was looking for a school league and this summer won't
with _a nice campus, decent be any different. Additionally,
academics, good coaching, a he plans to do a: lot more w~ight
winning tradition and some- lifting.
Ch-ris explained, "You lose
w·here I could play right away,"
aloe of weight during the season
he -mentioned.
"I narrowed the choices down and .you play a ton of ,games ... .!
n k n\y game will improve
, to Bowling Green, Northeast~ , thi_
Henry Baker combined for one
endiqg, ~-~ erp_fo the ~eaboard
· ·,
.
ern, St. Lawrence, and UNH." , ·w_it_h more strength."
28.).! _sConference
final record ·breaking effort,
finals Sathrday to
In the meantime, with the (contmued from page
We all kriow the rest of th~
Eventually they got it down face Boston U. anq sending - going 1 :30.59 in the 200 yard
season over, coach O'Conner
story.
freestyle relay. Baker also added
· It's no secret to anyone in the still has the _team skati~g _two· to six before the comeback UNH home for the season.
"This was the team's best and a thirteenth place in the 100
began in the second half.
UNH community that the hock- hc:mrs a d~y m hope of getting
Up by five with about six my' funnest season since I've yard butterfly. Freshmen John
ey ream is experiencing some · a Jump on the rest of the teams
minutes left, courtesy of Beth been ·here. We were very close Condojani and Burr Chase swam
difficulties in the win/ loss for next year. ''We really need
Curran's bench performance (l3. as a team and it is too bad it has - w_e ll and figure into Coach
column as well as in other areas, a brake," said'1 Winnes. "But on
pts.), Altobe!lo's fourteen pts, to end here," said a disheartened Brenda SkeHey's plans for: next
but Winnes has a very optimistic the same token, it can't hurt us...
and Belanger s nine, UNH was Kris Kinney, who as a junior . year .
the intensity is there and eveon times to come.
In diving, senior Tim .Bryant
-unable to hold the lead and let wifl lose five teammates t<;>
. "Right now ~e're rebuilding', ryone's working hard."
it slip while the fans danced in graduation, four fellow starters. placed tenth in the one meter
When asked what he would
wt i.1ave a good class of fresh_ Starting guards Karen Pinkos competition and eighth in the
the aisles.
men, and hopefully next years do if he won ·the award, Winnes
"The game was in .reach but and Melissa Pfefferle forwards · three meter competition. These
was quick to reply, "I'd definitely
crop will be just as effective."
the crowd was a big factor, they Melissa Belanger and-Michelle ' p_o•i?ts aided in the s~venth place
The latter is no overstate- trade it in for a winning s_eason."
While this classy student . were with them the whole way Altobello w.ill all be lost to : frnish by the Wildcats,. the
ment as this freshmen class is
and it turned the momentum graduation. Si"xth man Beth- -· highest showing ever.
among the best in the league. athlete is quick to appreciate
In all four ~chool records fell
over to the home team " said Curran .will also be lost ·leaving
Two other freshman that have the hockey fans at UNH, this
-Coach Sanborn with a skeleton · and Jerry Bailey became only
'
UNH's Shelly Fitz.
complimented Winnes rather reporter tµinks it is in order to
A Bouchard three point .play of a great team and a lot of · '. th_e second UNH swimmer to
nicely are defensemen Dave thank Mr. Winnes for giving
.! wm an event and the first
was all Maine µeeded -to conv.ert . recruiting to be dome.
McAntrye and Adrien Plasvic: . us something to look forward
freshman to accomplish such
· '
,.,__ ~ - • , • . · ·
McAntrye makes up .for hck · ·coon game night. ·'·····....
· \'
·
·
an event: ·

\
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Wildca t freshm en breath ing life into progra ms
HoopJs , Eric Thielen ··
FfockeyJs Chris Winne s
player. But being named or even
nominated for 'Rookie of the
Year' was flt:l,t one of them."
The 6'1" 180 pound centerman hit Durham with a bang,
exploding as the 'Cats best
player, leading them -in every
offensive category: goals (17),
assists (19), and points (36).
Winnes accounted for 17% of
all .eNH scoring. He also led
the team in game-winning goals
with three and two-goal games
with four.
Interim coach David O'connor, obviously pleased; praised
.Chris' performance on_and off
the ice. "He's a gifted playe.r
with tons of talent and potential
to improve ... we're hoping he
coqtinues to improve." He went
By M~rk Babcock
· Although the University of on · to say, "He's just a very
New Hampshire players and positive_person to be around('
Two other candidates Winnes
coaches .will be watching the
play-offs from their living \ must contend with 'tO gain the
rooms again, this year they do . post-season honor are Mario
have some post-se_a son acco- Thyer, the Gretzky-like center
· from powerful UMaine, and
lades to bost abou~.
Freshman sensa'rion Chris Dav_id Emma, a hardworking
W innes is among a handful of scrappy forward out of Boston
first year Hockey East players College.
Winnes commented on the
to be nominated for "Outstand, ing Freshman" or "P..ookie of two. "Thyer is quick, he's also
a great .scorer...Another thing
the Year" honors.
'Tm very happy about being he has going for him is a team
nominated," the Ridgefield to back him up" ( the Black Bears
Cohneticut native stated, mod- have been ranked number one
estly. "Before I came here, I set co~sistently the entire season),.
"Emma has had a strong
a few goals for h:nyself as a ..

second half. He's a sniper and By Bob Barrett
The body, that's the first
has been putting the puck in the
net a lot lately. Plus, they"re also thing_ you notice about Eric
in_the pla:y-offs." This poses an Thielen. Lithe and lean, he has
add'itional problem for the broad and fanky ,1,rrns, smoothWinnes campaign. Thyer and , muscled broad shoulders that
Emma both have one play-off taper to · a svelte waist and
game before the award winner sinewy legs. Thielen fooks like
is announced (March 7th at the a basketball player; he has that
Boards and Blades in the Boston undeniable swagger of a basketGarden). This may work to their bal~ player, the lilting walk that
tells you he knows what he's
benefit should they do well.
We in Durham know already doing when he steps on the
who deserves the award. It was court.
Chris Winnes who brought the · Thiel~n·s strut and body
t'ired and frustrated fans back aren't the only things that
distinguish the-6 foot 6 inch 200
tO Snively Arena (they _wanted
a glimpse of this kid DY-NO- ' pound freshman when he steps
onto the court in Lundholm
MITE).
It was Chris Wirines who Gymnasium for the Wildcats_
brought the fans to their feet of the University of New Hamp- incl-w,.i__du~l contributions of Thiel- :
en have been surprising, and
with his end-to-end rushes and shire. Thielen is a walk-on.
He came to UNH out of equally impres-s ive for an 18nifty stick-handling and it was ·
also Winnes who gave UNH a Wayland (MA) High School year old who, for the most part,
without a reputation or a scho- went unrecruiied ,out of high
chance of making the play-offs.
"All (I wanted was a starting larship. Twice he ,has been school and nearly ended· up at
spot on the roster. I knew I could chosen "Freshman of the Week" a prep school or a Division III
help the team and then things in the highly competitive ECAC college such as Plymouth State. "Eric has done well for himjust started to happen," Winnes North Atlantic Conference, and
stated. "I slowed down a little with the season winding down, _ self," says Friei'. ''I've been(scoring wise) after Christmas Thielen is considered a strong coaching her_e for 19 years -but
but managed to pick it up again." candidate for "Freshman of the I've ne-xer had a walk-on expe~''
rience this kind of early -sµe:cess,
· What's more Winnes played Year'' honors.
-'<:
in a season tl{at has h@.en a · it's-unusual.''
the final stretch (five games)
Wildcats
the
leads
Thielen
in
least
ar
of the season with a broken disappointment,
terms of wins and losses ( the in rebounding (7 .6 per gam~) .
knuckle on his thumb.
Wildcats are 2-24 with one game
rema,ining) for head coach Gerry
THIELEN, page 27
W innes, page 27
Friel and his young squad, the

DiScou ra9ing end to season Speak ing Sports
By Adam Fuller
The UNH women's basketball team deserved a better fate
than the one they suffered
Wednesday night in Maine.
New Hampshire lost, 82-76,
knocking them out of the Seaboard Conference playoffs and
ending th~ir successful season

prematurely.
The wind was taken from the
New Hampshire sails as they
made their way up the Maine
turnpike Wednesday night after
a big win here last Saturday
when they avenged an earlier
season loss to the Black Bears.
They ~ay turn about is fair

Lady 'Cats lose a disappointing finale vs.
·
·
· ,Photo)

play, and Maine did just that,
turning the tables on UNH_ as
they were unable to dust the
Black Bears in the closing minutes as they had done here
Saturday.
New Hampshire, smother~d
and oppressed by 1,798 screaming Maine fans in their sweaty
· Den, ran into a determined
Rachael Bouchard who was ·
there to make sure any UNH
magic was bottled, packaged and
sent C.O.D. back to Durham to
be opened in Lundholm Gym
only.
Like most teams that accumulate a 19-8 record, 11-4 in the
Seaboard Conference, UNH was
not to go down .without a fight.
They managed to cut a 14
poirtt first half deficit to six at
·halftime, a most impressive f~at
considering Maine shot a torrid
57 % in the stretch.
· Their hot ·shooting probably
burnt their finger tips as they
started to turn the ball over and
miss shots towards the end of
the half and UNH was there to
cash in on the miscues.
With Maine's Liz Coffin on
the ben,c h, Bouchard's sister
bruiser, UNH rebounded and
. coverted at the other end as Kris
Kinney, named last week's
Seaboard Conference play~r of
the week for her 2 3 point and 11 rebound average against
Maine and Northeastern,
worked -inside for a few layups
while Michelle Altobello and
Deb Oorsch bombarded from
·
outside.
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By Chuck McCue
:
Co-Sports Editor
Len,
of
death
the
over
.The Boston Celtics have_n 't gottten
I
·
,
.
Bias.
They admitttedly ha:ve had poor draft po•sition over the
past three years but have not done well with what they have
.
had.
-Bias was going to be the one. He was going to bring us into
the 90's. Bird was going to show him the ropes. Boston was
already in love with him. That _is the past. Now the Celtics 1
·
·have a problem.
The aquisifion of Artis Gilmore can be said to be one of
·
the worst trade,s in Celtic history.
Jim Paxson might be a great shooter and w·orks well in a
heavy pick offense but he is not our savior. Larry Bird is still the best.
Robert Parish is the "Chief" and is in my op.inion the best
center in the NBA but he is getting older.
O.K. I will tell'you what is bothering me the Celtics lost
to the New Jersey Nets _at the Boston Garden. I can't take
it any more. The Nets, 2-26 on the road. They have guys like
Roy Hinson and Tim McCormick leading them. We have Ainge, _
McHale and D.J. Why? How can we lose?
By now I am frantic, brit the ,Celtics lost to Detroit over
the weekend and Milwaukee this week. What is the story?
I hear talk of Bill Walton coming back for the end of the
season and I think that is great but Walton is not the answer.
Bill ~as a cronically bad foot that prohibits him from playing.
He is inspirational, he is a leader and he was great for the
Celtics a couple of years ago. We need young talent.
Brad Lohaus, Fred Aqes and Reggie Lewis are all good young talents but Red and Co. need to start thinking about_th€ franchise
·
.
player for the future.
The_Celtics need to get rid of guys like Fred RQberts and
Gilmore and work some early round draft choices. Please Red
don't make us go through any more losses to the likes of the
Nets of Milwaukee, I can't take it. We probably have more
banners on the rafters than they have towels on the bench.
I have only brought up Len B.ias to prove a point. That being
that .the Celtics gamble. First with Bird -then McHale then
we ran out of luck. Bias' death has provided valuable lessons
to many about a number •of s~bjects. The Celtics am learning
.
that: they need to make changes
I haven't panicked and I won't. I just want the Celtics w
beat LA. That's all.
• Just ~y opinion.
1
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